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Preface

This guide provides information to application developers on how to develop 
Web-to-Go applications. The guide introduces Web-to-Go concepts and provides 
sample applications.

This document includes the following topics:

Chapter 1, "Introduction" Introduces Web-to-Go and describes how to use 
this document.

Chapter 2, "Concepts" Provides a conceptual framework for 
understanding Web-to-Go features and 
terminology.

Chapter 3, "Developing 
Web-to-Go Applications"

Provides instructions for developing Web-to-Go 
applications.

Chapter 4, "The Web-to-Go 
Tutorial"

Describes the implementation of Web-to-Go using 
a tutorial.

Chapter 5, "Defining 
Web-to-Go Applications"

Provides instructions for defining and packaging 
Web-to-Go applications.

Appendix A, "Web-to-Go 
Sample Applications"

Contains sample Web-to-Go applications.

Appendix B, "Web-to-Go Java 
Packages"

Contains sample Web-to-Go Java packages.
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Introduction

This chapter introduces Oracle Web-to-Go. Topics include:

■ Section 1.1, "What Is Web-to-Go?"

■ Section 1.2, "Concepts and Terminology"

■ Section 1.3, "Developing Web-to-Go Applications"

■ Section 1.4, "The Web-to-Go Tutorial"

1.1 What Is Web-to-Go?
Web-to-Go is an implementation platform for Web applications. It is part of the 
Mobile Server, which contains features that simplify the creation, deployment, 
administration and operation of mobile intranet and Internet applications. With 
Web-to-Go, you can develop scalable browser-based Web applications that run on 
servers, and laptops. When the user wants to run an application, Web-to-Go enables 
the user to download the selected application and data from Oracle8 or Oracle8i to 
the Oracle Lite database on the client device. The user runs the Web-to-Go 
application offline, connecting to Oracle Lite on the client device. When the user 
finishes working with the selected application, the user synchronizes the 
application and the data, using Web-to-Go to replicate and the data from Oracle Lite 
to Oracle8 or Oracle8i.

1.2 Concepts and Terminology
Before you implement Web-to-Go, you should understand Web-to-Go concepts and 
terminology. Chapter 2, "Concepts", provides a conceptual overview of Web-to-Go 
and the Glossary contains a complete list of Web-to-Go terms and definitions. You 
should review these sections before getting started.
uction 1-1



Developing Web-to-Go Applications
1.3 Developing Web-to-Go Applications
The instructions in Chapter 3, "Developing Web-to-Go Applications" provide an 
overview of how to develop Web-to-Go applications. For more detailed information 
on developing applications, this guide also provides sample applications and 
troubleshooting information.

The process of publishing, managing, and deploying the applications that you have 
developed is discussed in the Oracle9i Lite Administration Guide.

1.4 The Web-to-Go Tutorial
Once you understand Web-to-Go concepts and terminology and have formulated 
an overview of developing Web-to-Go applications, you should become familiar 
with the specific details of the Web-to-Go development and implementation 
process. Chapter 4, "The Web-to-Go Tutorial" guides you through the process of 
developing and running a simple Web-to-Go application.
1-2 Oracle9i Lite Developer’s Guide for Web-to-Go
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Concepts

This chapter provides a conceptual framework for understanding Web-to-Go 
features and terminology. Topics include:

■ Section 2.1, "Web-to-Go"

■ Section 2.2, "The Web-to-Go Environment"

■ Section 2.3, "Synchronization Concepts"

■ Section 2.4, "Web-to-Go Development"

■ Section 2.5, "Access Control Management"

2.1 Web-to-Go
As part of the Mobile Server, Web-to-Go is a framework for creating and deploying 
mobile, Web-based, database applications. The Web-to-Go model supports the user 
being always offline and using synchronization to synchronize the data changes 
with Oracle8 or Oracle8i.

Users run Web-to-Go applications from the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go using a 
Web browser. Installing and using the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go requires only an 
HTML browser and access to the Mobile Server.

2.2 The Web-to-Go Environment
The Web-to-Go environment is a three-tier Web model that contains a client, an 
application server, and a database server. Web-to-Go users can access applications 
and data whether or not the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go is connected to the 
network. Each tier can reside on a separate machine.
cepts 2-1



The Web-to-Go Environment
Figure 2–1 The Web-to-Go Environment

2.2.1 Web-to-Go Applications
Web-to-Go applications are mobile database applications that operate seamlessly 
between online and offline modes. Developers do not need to create separate 
versions of Web-to-Go applications for online or offline mode. The difference 
between the two is transparent to the user because Web-to-Go’s runtime 
environment hides the differences between online and offline.

Users access Web-to-Go applications through a Web browser. Typically, these 
applications are used to modify data stored in an Oracle8 or Oracle8i data server. 
Web-to-Go applications can comprise static components, such as HTML pages and 
image files, dynamic components, such as Java servlets, and database objects, such 
as tables and sequences. Web-to-Go manages all of these in both online and offline 
modes and automatically propagates changes made to any of these components 
throughout the Web-to-Go system. 

Web-to-Go simplifies the creation of dynamic Web pages by using Java servlets. 
Java servlets are platform-independent, server-side modules that can be used to 
2-2 Oracle9i Lite Developer’s Guide for Web-to-Go



The Web-to-Go Environment
extend the capabilities of a Web server. Written in Java, these modules are loaded to 
the Web server.

Web-to-Go supports two types of database components: snapshots and sequences. 
You must register each component with the application using the Packaging 
Wizard. This enables Web-to-Go to create the necessary offline support for the 
snapshots and sequences on the local client. Web-to-Go creates this support for 
snapshots and sequences the first time a client is in offline mode, and it keeps 
synchronizing the snapshots and sequences thereafter because snapshots and 
sequences are dynamic. 

 In addition, Web-to-Go executes custom DDL (Data Definition Language) 
statements, enabling the creation of such database objects as views or indexes on the 
client. This event takes place only once, at the time the client goes offline the first 
time.

For more information on Web-to-Go application components, see Chapter 3, 
"Developing Web-to-Go Applications".

2.2.2 Mobile Client for Web-to-Go
The client tier consists of the Mobile Client Web Server and the Oracle Lite database. 
Installing and using this tier requires only a Web browser and access to the Mobile 
Server. Once installed, users can then access the Mobile Client Web Server and run 
Web-to-Go applications through their Web browser.

2.2.2.1 Sites
Web-to-Go creates multiple databases for each user on the Mobile Client for 
Web-to-Go. For example, if John and Jane are users, then Web-to-Go creates 
databases for each as follows:

oldb40\john\orders.odb
oldb40\john\entry.odb

These two databases for John together are called a site. For Jane, Web-to-Go also 
creates databases as follows:

oldb40\jane\orders.odb
oldb40\jane\entry.odb

These two databases for Jane together are also called a site. The Mobile Client for 
Web-to-Go contains one site per user; however, a user can have a site on several 
different Mobile Clients for Web-to-Go. Administrators track and manage sites 
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using the Mobile Server Control Center. For more information, see the Oracle9i Lite 
Administration Guide.

2.2.3 Mobile Server
The application server tier contains the Mobile Server, which processes requests 
from the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go to modify data in the database server. The 
Mobile Server is a handler that operates with one of the following Web application 
servers:

■ Oracle9i Application Server (Oracle9i AS)

■ Oracle HTTP Server

■ Apache Server

■ The standalone Mobile Server, webtogo.exe

2.2.4 Database Server
The database server tier stores the application data and Web-to-Go files. The 
Web-to-Go files are stored in the Mobile Server Repository, a virtual file system that 
resides on Oracle8. It is a persistent resource repository that contains all application 
files and definitions of the applications.

2.2.5 Workspace
Users access Web-to-Go applications from a Web page called the Workspace. 
Web-to-Go generates the Workspace in the user’s browser after the user logs in to 
Web-to-Go. The Workspace displays icons, links, and descriptions of all applications 
that are available to the user. An application is available to the user after the 
administrator publishes it to the Mobile Server and grants access privileges to the 
user.
2-4 Oracle9i Lite Developer’s Guide for Web-to-Go
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Figure 2–2 Workspace

2.2.6 Managing Web-to-Go
Web-to-Go is managed centrally from the Mobile Server. The Mobile Server 
Packaging Wizard and Mobile Server Control Center allow administrators to 
publish and administer applications. Using the Packaging Wizard, developers 
define the applications that will be published by the administrators, and 
administrators publish the defined applications to the Mobile Server. Applications 
can be administered with the Mobile Server Control Center, which allows the 
administrator to create users and assign privileges.

2.3 Synchronization Concepts
The Mobile Client for Web-to-Go uses Mobile Sync to replicate the data changes 
between the local Oracle Lite database and the Oracle8 server.
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2.3.1 Data Replication
During data synchronization, the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go uploads data 
changes into the in queues in Oracle8 or Oracle8i. The client then downloads the 
new updates from the out queues and applies these changes to the local Oracle Lite 
database.

The Consolidator Message Generator and Processor (MGP) is a Java background 
process that applies the pending transactions from the queues to the Oracle8 or 
Oracle8i database at set intervals. It also generates new data updates for the Mobile 
Client for Web-to-Go to download. These updates are stored in out queues from 
where the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go retrieves them the next time it synchronizes. 
Data changes uploaded by the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go are not reflected in the 
Oracle8 or Oracle8i database tables until the MGP has processed the in queue and 
applied those changes. Similarly, any changes made to the Oracle8 tables after the 
MGP has run are not added to the out queue and are not downloaded when the 
Mobile Client for Web-to-Go synchronizes.

You can upload changes into the in queue and download updates in your out queue 
even if the MGP is not running. However, your in queue will not be processed, and 
your out queue will not receive any new changes. You can start and stop MGP from 
within the Mobile Server Control Center. For more information on starting MGP, 
see the Oracle9i Lite Administration Guide. 

By controlling the time that MGP is run, applications can implement many different 
synchronization policies. For example, a corporation may mandate all mobile 
applications users to synchronize twice, once after close of business and once before 
open of business the next day. MGP could later be run in between these two sync 
periods. This will ensure that everyone gets all the updates everyday.

2.3.2  Offline Mode
The user runs Web-to-Go applications offline. This is the mode that the Web-to-Go 
applications can run in without network connections. The Mobile Client Web Server 
generates the Workspace page, with links to the user’s applications. Because these 
links point to the Mobile Client Web Server, clicking one of them starts the 
application in the client tier. These applications, which are executed on the client by 
the Mobile Client Web Server, access data stored in the Oracle Lite database.

After the user finishes working with the application, the user can start 
synchronization with the Oracle8 or Oracle8i data server to synchronize the user's 
applications and data between the Oracle Lite database and the Mobile Server 
Repository.
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2.3.3 Online Mode
The user can also run applications online. In this case, the client needs to be 
connected to the network. When the user runs applications in the online mode, the 
Mobile Client for Web-to-Go redirects the user’s login request to the Mobile Server 
module on the Oracle9i Application Server (Oracle9i AS). The Mobile Server 
module subsequently generates the Workspace pages and returns them to the Web 
browser. The Workspace contains links to the user’s Web-to-Go applications on the 
Mobile Server. Clicking an application link starts the application. The applications, 
which are executed in the middle tier, access data stored in the Oracle8 data server.

2.3.4 Synchronizing the Data and Applications   
Synchronization of the data and applications can be instituted in one of two ways:

■ Explicitly by the user in the offline mode

■ Implicitly by switching between online and offline modes.

When the user synchronizes, Web-to-Go replicates the user’s data changes that were 
made locally to the Oracle8 or Oracle8i data server. Also, any data changes made to 
the data in the Oracle8 or Oracle8i data server are applied to the data in the Oracle 
Lite DBMS on the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go. In addition, any application 
changes are downloaded to the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go.

2.3.5 Client Synchronization Modes
The Mobile Client for Web-to-Go can synchronize in two modes:

■ Always Offline

■ On/Offline

You can choose the mode by going to the Web-to-Go Workspace portal and clicking 
the Configuration tab. A panel appears displaying the options for the client modes.

If you choose the Always Offline mode, the Web-to-Go applications will run on 
your client while you are disconnected from the network. You can modify your data 
while you are offline. When you want to synchronize your applications and data, 
you connect to the network, and then click the Sync tab in the Web-to-Go 
Workspace portal. The data and applications get synchronized between the client 
and the Mobile Server.

If you choose the On/Offline mode and you are connected to the network, click the 
Go Online tab in the Web-to-Go Workspace portal. This puts you in the Online 
mode and starts the synchronization process automatically. You are now working in 
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the online mode on the Mobile Server and only your data gets synchronized 
because your application is running on the Mobile Server. In this mode, the Go 
Online tab that you clicked changes to say Go Offline to give you the option of 
going offline if you choose to do so at any point.

Note that in both modes, synchronization takes place as described in Section 2.3.4, 
"Synchronizing the Data and Applications".

2.4 Web-to-Go Development
Web-to-Go’s Java API simplifies the development of mobile applications, as it frees 
developers from having to write code for such functions as replication of database 
tables for more information, see "Building Web-to-Go Applications" in Chapter 3, 
"Developing Web-to-Go Applications". 

2.4.1 The Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go
You can use the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go to develop and debug 
Web-to-Go applications. The development kit contains a tutorial, sample programs, 
custom Workspace, and Web-to-Go API documentation. The development kit 
allows you to run Web-to-Go applications inside a Java debugger which makes Java 
servlet development much easier. See "Developing Java Servlets for Web-to-Go" in 
Chapter 3, "Developing Web-to-Go Applications" for more information.

The Java libraries in the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go provide a number 
of features to make the development of mobile applications easier and more 
efficient. Examples of these features are connection pooling and a Java-based HTML 
library. 

2.4.1.1 Connection Pooling
Connection pooling is a fast and scalable solution for executing servlets that require 
data access to a database. Creating new database connections for each new HTTP 
request is a relatively expensive and slow operation. Pooling connections makes 
creating these connections unnecessary. Web-to-Go manages the pool of database 
connections, and applications simply request a database connection from the 
connection pool. Depending on the Web-to-Go mode, the connection is to either 
Oracle Lite when the user is offline or Oracle8 when the user is online. The 
connection pool hides the complexity of connection management from applications.
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2.4.1.2 The Java-based HTML Library
The Java-based HTML library enables developers to include HTML objects within 
their Java servlet code. The library can also be used to create dynamic HTML 
content based on static HTML pages that are stored in the Mobile Server 
Repository. 

After completing the application, you can deploy the application to the Mobile 
Server using the Packaging Wizard.

2.4.2 The Packaging Wizard
You can use the Packaging Wizard to create or modify a Web-to-Go application’s 
definition, and then publish it to the Mobile Server Repository. The application 
definition specifies the properties of an application, including application name, 
description, database connectivity information, as well as HTML files, database 
objects, and Java servlets. The developer of the application typically creates the 
application definition.

The system administrator uses the Mobile Server Control Center to install the 
application in the Mobile Server production system. After publishing the 
application, the administrator can use the Mobile Server Control Center to assign 
application access privileges to users. See the Oracle9i Lite Administration Guide for 
more information.

2.5 Access Control Management
The Mobile Server provides server-side management of all users and applications. 
Administrators manage Web-to-Go applications using the Mobile Server Control 
Center.

2.5.1 The Mobile Server Control Center
The Administrator uses the Mobile Server Control Center to install the application 
in the production system. After publishing the application, the Administrator can 
use the Mobile Server Control Center to assign application access privileges to 
users.

Using the Mobile Server Control Center, the Administrator can create and modify 
access control on an application by granting or revoking access to individual users 
or groups. The Administrator can also use the Mobile Server Control Center to 
perform other administration tasks, such as:
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■ View server status.

■ Start, stop, and review status of MGP, which is the asynchronous replication 
engine.

■ View site information.

In addition, the Administrator can use the Mobile Server Control Center to change 
an application’s properties by doing the following:

■ modifying the number of connections an application manages in its Web-to-Go 
connection pool.

■ changing the Oracle8 or Oracle8i login user name and password.

■ determining which subset of the data is downloaded to the client.

See the Oracle9i Lite Administration Guide for more information.
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Developing Web-to-Go Applications

This chapter provides instructions for developing Web-to-Go applications. Topics 
include:

■ Section 3.1, "Overview"

■ Section 3.2, "Building Web-to-Go Applications"

■ Section 3.3, "Application Roles"

■ Section 3.4, "Developing JavaServer Pages"

■ Section 3.5, "Developing Java Servlets for Web-to-Go"

■ Section 3.6, "Using Web-to-Go Applets"

■ Section 3.7, "Developing Applet-JDBC Communication"

■ Section 3.8, "Developing Applet-Servlet Communication"

■ Section 3.9, "Debugging Web-to-Go Applications"

■ Section 3.10, "Customizing the Workspace Application"

■ Section 3.11, "Using the Mobile Server Admin API"

3.1 Overview
Web-to-Go provides a high-level Java API that provides easy-to-use functionality to 
developers of mobile applications. By using this API, developers no longer need to 
write code for such functions as replication of database tables, online and offline 
database connections, security, directory locations, or deployment of applications to 
client devices.
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In addition, the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go allows developers to both 
develop and debug Web-to-go applications that contain Java applets, Java servlets, 
and JavaServer Pages (JSP). 

Figure 3–1 Development Architecture

3.2 Building Web-to-Go Applications
Web-to-Go applications adhere to Web standards and use browsers to display 
front-end and graphical user interface (GUI) elements. Generally, Web-to-Go 
applications access and manipulate data stored in databases. These applications 
contain static, dynamic, and database components. You create static and dynamic 
components with development tools and use the Packaging Wizard to store them in 
the Mobile Server Repository. You create and store the application’s database 
components in an object-relational database (Oracle Lite or Oracle). Examples of 
each component type include: 

Component Type Example

static HTML files, image files (such as GIF and JPG), 
HTML templates

dynamic Java servlets, Java applets, JavaServer Pages

database tables, snapshots, sequences
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3.2.1 Static Components
Static components are HTML files that do not change, such as graphical elements 
(GIF files and JPG files), and textual elements (HTML files and templates).

3.2.2 Dynamic Components
Java applets, Java servlets, and JavaServer Pages (JSP) are dynamic components that 
create dynamic Web pages. Java applets, create a rich graphical user interface (GUI), 
while Java servlets and JSPs extend server-side functionality. 

3.2.2.1 Java Applets
Java applets are small applications executed in the browser that extend the 
functionality of HTML pages by adding dynamic content. In the offline mode, the 
Java applets connect to the Oracle Lite database through the Mobile Client for 
Web-to-Go. In the online mode, the Java applets can connect directly to the Oracle8 
or Oracle8i database through a thin JDBC driver. Alternatively, the Java applets 
connect to the Oracle database through the Mobile Server.

3.2.2.2 Java Servlets
Web-to-Go simplifies the creation of dynamic Web pages by using Java servlets. 
Java servlets are platform-independent, server-side modules that can be used to 
extend the capabilities of a Web server. Written in Java, these modules are loaded to 
the Web server.

3.2.2.3 JavaServer Pages
Web-to-Go generates dynamic Web pages using JavaServer Pages (JSP) technology, 
an extension of the Java Servlet class API. Developers use JSP to change a page’s 
layout without altering its underlying content. JSP, which uses HTML and pieces of 
Java code, fuses presentation content (HTML and traditional editors) with business 
logic though its access of JavaBeans.

3.2.3 Database Components
Snapshots and sequences are the two database components that Web-to-Go 
supports. The snapshot definition incorporates information about the table on the 
Mobile Server of which the snapshot was taken. Also, Web-to-Go executes custom 
DDL (Data Definition Language) statements, enabling the creation of such database 
objects as views and indexes.
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3.2.3.1 Snapshots
The Mobile Client for Web-to-Go creates disconnected support for tables through its 
support for snapshots. On the client side, a snapshot is created for each database 
table. These snapshots refresh the data each time the client synchronizes with the 
Mobile Server. Web-to-Go propagates the data changes automatically.

Snapshot definitions can include a WHERE clause which limits the amount of data 
replicated to the client. These definitions are called snapshot templates. See Oracle9i 
Lite Administration Guide for more information about how to register snapshot 
templates. For more information on how snapshot templates and subqueries 
snapshots can enhance your applications, see Oracle9i Lite Administration Guide.

3.2.3.2 Sequences
Sequences (used in many database applications) allow you to generate unique 
identifiers. You can use sequences to generate unique primary key values when 
inserting new records in a database table. This is very important when clients in 
disconnected mode insert new rows into tables. Replication uses the primary key 
values to identify records. Duplication of primary keys causes replication conflicts 
which must be manually resolved by the administrator. Because avoiding these 
conflicts is important, Web-to-Go provides a mechanism to ensure that sequence 
values generated in disconnected mode are unique (valid). To this end, Web-to-Go 
assigns each disconnected client a unique window of sequence values for each 
sequence.

Sequence numbers are from -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647 in Oracle Lite and from 
-10^26 to 10^27 in Oracle. This allows for the creation of large windows of sequence 
values. For example, 10,000 users, each with a window of 10,000, use only 
100,000,000 sequence values, which is approximately 5 percent of the available 
positive sequence values in Oracle Lite. See Oracle9i Lite Administration Guide for 
more information.

3.2.3.3 DDLs
In addition to replication support for tables and sequences, Web-to-Go also executes 
custom DDL (Data Definition Language) statements on clients. You can use DDLs to 
create any database object, such as a view or a synonym. DDLs are part of 
Web-to-Go applications and are defined using the Packaging Wizard. Web-to-Go 
executes DDLs only once on each client when the client synchronizes the first time. 
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3.2.3.4 Database Component Access
The database components can be accessed from the Java servlets through a JDBC 
connection. Because Web-to-Go creates and maintains the pool of JDBC connections, 
it is not necessary to create connections inside the servlet code. If Web-to-Go is 
running in online mode, the connection is to Oracle; if Web-to-Go is running in 
disconnected mode, the connection is to Oracle Lite. Web-to-Go assigns a 
connection object to the HTTPServletRequest object before processing the HTTP 
request using the Java servlet’s doPost() or doGet() method. The connection is 
automatically returned to the connection pool upon completion of the HTTP 
request. Because a user may not get the same connection object for a subsequent 
HTTP request, the servlet must either commit or abort the transaction upon 
completion of the methods, doPost() or doGet(). Web-to-Go automatically rolls 
back any pending transactions before a connection object is returned to the 
connection pool.

3.2.4 Database Connections
Database connections are both application-based and session-based. For a given 
session, Web-to-Go maintains a single separate connection for each application. If 
an application runs multiple servlets simultaneously, those servlets use the same 
connection object. This may occur if the application uses multiple frames or if a user 
accesses the application with two separate browser windows. In addition, multiple 
windows that are part of the same browser share the same session. The same is true 
for multiple instances of the same browser. For example, starting Netscape twice on 
the same machine only results in one session. However, when the user runs both 
Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer, the result is two different sessions.

3.3 Application Roles
It is common for applications to display different functionality depending on the 
type of user who is running the application. For example, an application may show 
different menu items depending on whether manufacturing managers or shipping 
clerks run the application.

You can accomplish this in Web-to-Go by defining application roles. The application 
behavior then changes depending on whether or not a user has a specific role. 

In the above example, you can define the application role MANAGER. In your 
application code, where you generate the menu, you then need to check if the user 
has the role MANAGER, and display the correct menu items.
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You use the Packaging Wizard to define application roles in Web-to-Go. You assign 
roles to users and groups through the Mobile Server Control Center. However, it is 
up to the application developer to determine and implement how the application 
should behave if the user has a specific role. 

You can query the Web-to-Go user context to retrieve a list of the users’ roles.

3.4 Developing JavaServer Pages
Web-to-Go handles HTTP requests for JavaServer Pages (JSP) in two ways:

■ The Mobile Client Web Server

■ Mobile Server or Mobile Client for Web-to-Go

3.4.1 The Mobile Client Web Server
After the Mobile Client Web Server receives an HTTP request for a JSP, it checks if 
both the corresponding JSP source file and class file exist. If the class file exists and 
is newer than the JSP source file, the Mobile Client Web Server loads the Java class 
and executes the servlet. 

If the class file does not exist, or if it is older than the JSP source file, the Mobile 
Client Web Server automatically converts the JSP source file into a Java source file 
and compiles it into a Java class under the APP_HOME/_pages. After the JSP has 
been converted and compiled, the Mobile Client Web Server loads the Java class 
and executes the servlet.

3.4.2 Mobile Server or Mobile Client for Web-to-Go
After the Mobile Server or Mobile Client for Web-to-Go receives the HTTP request 
for a JavaServer Page, the corresponding Java class is loaded from the APP_
HOME/_pages directory and is executed. Since both the Mobile Client for 
Web-to-Go and the Mobile Server assume that the corresponding class file exists, 
you must convert the JSP source file into a class file. Then, when deploying the 
application using the Packaging Wizard, you must include both the JSP source file 
and the corresponding class file. You can create the class files by using the 
Packaging Wizard tool, or manually by using the Oracle JSP (OJSP) command line 
translator.

List your JSP files in the the Files panel of the Packaging Wizard. Click the Compile 
button in the Files panel. The Packaging Wizard will locate all the JSP files that you 
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listed and automatically compile all of them. The Packaging Wizard will add the 
compile class to the application package.

3.5 Developing Java Servlets for Web-to-Go
You develop Web-to-Go Java servlets with the Mobile Development Kit for 
Web-to-Go. The Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go simplifies the process of 
writing Web-to-Go servlets. Before using the Mobile Development Kit for 
Web-to-Go, you must first install it on the development client. The Mobile 
Development Kit for Web-to-Go contains a Web server called the Mobile Client Web 
Server that executes Java servlets. You can use the Mobile Client Web Server to run 
and debug Java servlets.

3.5.1 Limitations
The Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go Web server is a scaled-down version of 
the Mobile Server and has the following limitations:

■ It contains no application repository. As a result, the Mobile Development Kit 
for Web-to-Go Web server loads all files and classes directly from the file 
system.

■ Security and access control are disabled.

■ Clients that connect to the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go Web server 
cannot go off-line.

■ It provides connection management only to Oracle Lite. It connects the user to 
the schema SYSTEM in the Oracle Lite database webtogo.

3.5.2 Accessing Applications on the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go 
You can access applications on the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go Web 
server by performing the following steps:

To launch the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go Web server, from a DOS 
prompt, type: 

1. cd Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\bin

2. wtgdebug.exe

3. Use your browser to connect to the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go Web 
server using the URL http://machine_name:7070/. A page with icons appears. 
Each icon represents an application in the Mobile Client Web Server. Note that 
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port 7070 is the default port for Web-to-Go debug. For more information, see 
the webtogo.ora file in Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\bin\wtg.ora.

4. Click the icon of the application you want to access.

3.5.3 Creating a Servlet
Web-to-Go uses servlets to handle HTTP client requests. Servlets handle HTTP 
client requests by performing one of the following tasks:

■ Creating dynamic HTML content and returning it to the browser.

■ Processing and submitting HTML forms using an HTTP POST request.

Servlets must extend the HttpServlet abstract class defined in the Java Servlet API. 
The following is a servlet example:

import javax.servlet.*;
import javax.servlet.http.*;
import java.io.*;

public class HelloWorld extends HttpServlet
{
   /**
   * Process the HTTP POST method
   */

   public void doPost (HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response)
   throws ServletException, IOException
   {
     writeOutput("doPost", request, response);
   }

   /**
   * Process the HTTP GET method
   */
   public void doGet (HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response)
   throws ServletException, IOException
   {
      writeOutput("doGet", request, response);
   }

   /**
   * Write the actual output
   */
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   public void writeOutput (String method, HttpServletRequest  request,
                            HttpServletResponse response)
   throws ServletException, IOException
   {
      PrintWriter out;

      // set content type
      response.setContentType("text/html");

      // Write the response
      out = response.getWriter();

      out.println("<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>");
      out.println("Hello World");
      out.println("</TITLE></HEAD><BODY>");
      out.println("<P>This is output from HelloWorld "+method+"().");
      out.println("</BODY></HTML>");
      out.close();
   }
}

3.5.3.1 Packages
Web-to-Go provides four Java packages. The oracle.html and 
oracle.lite.html packages are both described in Appendix B, "Web-to-Go Java 
Packages". The oracle.lite.web.servlet and oracle.lite.web.applet 
packages are both described in the Mobile Server API. You can use the classes 
supplied in the packages to simplify the development of Java servlets. 

oracle.html. This package provides class abstractions of all the HTML elements 
(HTML tables and form buttons), enabling you to create and manipulate HTML 
objects in the Java code easily. See "Using the oracle.html Package" in Appendix B, 
"Web-to-Go Java Packages" for more information.

oracle.lite.web.html. This package contains base classes you can extend to create 
customized Java servlets. These classes enable you to create HTML forms linked to 
database tables easily. The data is automatically loaded from the database and 
formatted in HTML. When the form is submitted, any changes to the data in the 
form are automatically reflected in the database. For more information, see Using 
the oracle.lite.web.html Package in the Mobile Server API. See also "Using 
the oracle.lite.web.html Package" in Appendix B, "Web-to-Go Java Packages" for 
more information.
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oracle.lite.web.servlet. Servlets can use classes from this package to obtain user 
profile information. This package defines the OraHttpServletRequest class, which 
implements the HttpServletRequest interface from the Java Servlet API. 

 oracle.lite.web.applet. This package contains the classes to be used with 
Web-to-Go applets. It contains AppletProxy class which is used as a proxy for 
Web-to-Go applets making JDBC connection or communicating with a servlet on 
the Mobile Server . It also contains a few more classes which are used by the 
AppletProxy class to communicate with the Mobile Server. See Using the 
oracle.lite.web.applet Package in the Web-to-go API for more information. 

3.5.3.2 Web-to-Go User Context
Web-to-Go creates a user context (or user profile) for every user logged on to 
Web-to-Go. Web applications always run within the user’s specific context. Servlets, 
which are always part of an application, can use the user context in which it is 
running to access the services provided by Web-to-Go. The user context can be used 
to obtain the following information:

■ The name of the user

■ The mode the user is running in (online or offline)

■ The application the user is accessing

■ The database connection

■ The roles the user has for this application

■ The name/value pairs stored in the registry for this user

Servlets can access the user profile through the standard 
java.security.Principal obtained through the getUserPrincipal method 
of the javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest class.

This object can also be obtained from the 
oracle.lite.web.servlet.OraHttpServletRequest, a subclass of the 
JavaSoft-defined javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest. Servlets can 
typecast the request parameter to the OraHttpServletRequest object and call 
the getUserProfile method to obtain the user profile object. For example:

public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response)
throws ServletException, IOException
{
   // Retrieve the database connection from the User Profile, 
   // which can be accessed from the HttpRequest 
      OraUserProfile oraUserProfile =  ((OraHttpServletRequest)ora_
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request).getUserProfile();
   .
   .
   .
}

3.5.3.3 Database Connectivity in the Java Code
Servlets can obtain a connection to Oracle8i from the UserPrincipal object

Connection conn = ((OraUserProfile) request.getUserPrincipal()).getConnection();

3.5.3.4 Accessing the Mobile Server Repository 
Servlets can open or create a new file in the application repository. Access to the 
Mobile Server Repository is provided through the servlet context, which can be 
obtained by calling getServletContext() from within the servlet. For example:

public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response)
throws ServletException, IOException
{
   // Retrieve the servlet context
   ServletContext ctxt = getServletContext();

   // Open an input stream to the file input.html in the Mobile Server 
Repository
   // All file names are relative to the application’s repository directory
   InputStream in = ctx.getResourceAsStream("input.html");

  // Open an output stream to the file output.html in the Mobile Server 
Repository
  // All file names are relative to the application’s repository directory
  URL            url = ctxt.getResource ("output.html");
  URLConnection  conn = url.openConnection();
  OutputStream   out  = conn.getOutputStream();
  .
  .
   .
}

Note: Oracle recommends using the 
java.security.prinicipal, as OraUserProfile will be 
deprecated in the next release of Web-to-Go.
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3.5.4 Running a Servlet
After you create the Web-to-Go servlet, you run the servlet.

3.5.4.1 Registering Servlets Using wtgpack.exe
Before you can access servlets from the browser, you need to register them with the 
Mobile Client Web Server. To register servlets, you first register the application and 
then add the servlets to it. (Web-to-Go allows you to register multiple applications.) 
When you connect to the Mobile Client Web Server from the browser, it displays a 
list of all registered applications.

The Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go includes the Packaging Wizard, a tool 
for registering applications and servlets. You can invoke the Packaging Wizard by 
typing the following at the command line:

c:\> wtgpack -d

Initially, you select whether to create a new application or to continue work on an 
existing application.

Figure 3–2 The Make a Selection Dialog Box

After you make your selection and click OK, the Application panel appears.
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Figure 3–3 The Application Panel

For detailed instructions on how to use the Packaging Wizard, see Chapter 4, "The 
Web-to-Go Tutorial".

3.5.4.2 The webtogo.ora File
The configuration information for the Web server and Packaging Wizard is stored in 
the webtogo.ora file.

The file is located in the Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\bin directory. 

The webtogo.ora file contains the following parameters:

Parameter Definition

ROOT_DIR The Mobile Server expands all file paths relative to its root 
directory. You can change the root directory by modifying the 
value of ROOT_DIR in the webtogo.ora file. The default value is 
Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\root.

PORT The port on which the Web server listens. The default value is 
80. The default value for the Mobile Client Web Server is 7070.
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See the discussion of initialization parameters in Oracle9i Lite Administration Guide 
for more information.

3.5.4.3 Using wtgdebug.exe
Start wtgdebug.exe by performing the following steps.

1. From a DOS prompt, type:

wtgdebug

2. Use a browser to connect to the Mobile Client Web Server located at the URL:

http://machine_name:port

This displays the list of applications that are currently known to the Mobile 
Client Web Server. The Mobile Client Web Server retrieves this list from the 
XML file. By default, this list includes the sample applications Servlet Runner 
and Sample.

3. Select the application to debug. This launches a new browser window which 
you can use to step through the application.

3.5.4.4 Using WebToGoServer.class
Because the Mobile Client Web Server is written in Java, you can run it inside a Java 
Virtual Machine (JVM), instead of running wtgdebug.exe. Running the Mobile 
Client Web Server in the JVM enables you to debug Web-to-Go applications by 
running the Mobile Client Web Server inside a Java debugger. You can use the class 
oracle.lite.web.server.WebToGoServer to start the Java version of the 
Mobile Client Web Server.

Before you can use the Java version of the Mobile Client Web Server, you need to 
add the following to your CLASSPATH:

XML_FILE  The XML file that contains the application information. The 
Packaging Wizard creates and maintains the XML file. You can 
modify the XML file by using the Packaging Wizard.

Note: If you change and recompile your servlet, you need to 
restart the Web server. You can stop the Web server by pressing 
Control+C.

Parameter Definition
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Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\bin\webtogo.jar 

Oracle_Home\mobile\classes\olite40.jar 

Oracle_Home\mobile\classes\xmlparser.jar 

Oracle_Home\mobile\classes\classgen.jar

Oracle_Home\mobile\classes\ojsp.jar

Oracle_Home\mobile\classes\jssl-1_2.jar

Oracle_Home\mobile\classes\javax-ssl-1_2.jar

Oracle_Home\mobile\classes\consolidator.jar

You must add the location of your application classes, such as 
Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\root, to the CLASSPATH. See also "Step 5: 
Running the Application" from Chapter 4, "The Web-to-Go Tutorial".

The file RunWebServer.java demonstrates how to use the class 
oracle.lite.web.server.WebToGoServer to control and start the Mobile 
Client Web Server. This file is located in the following directory:

Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\src

To start the Mobile Client Web Server, perform the following steps:

1. Compile the Java file by using the following command:

javac RunWebServer.java

2. Run the Mobile Client Web Server with the following command:

java RunWebServer

3.5.4.5 Controlling Web Server Properties
You can set various properties of the Mobile Client Web Server dynamically using 
the method WebToGoServer.setProperty(). These values override the values 
in webtogo.ora. Properties that can be controlled are:

Property Definition

config_file The configuration file to use. See also "The webtogo.ora File".

port The port on which the Mobile Client Web Server listens.

debug Enables debugging. Set to Yes if you want to view debug 
messages.
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For example:

WebToGoServer.setProperty ("config_file",     
                           "d:\\orant\\webtogo\\bin\\webtogo.ora"); 
WebToGoServer.setProperty ("debug", "true"); 
WebToGoServer.setProperty ("port", "80");

3.5.4.6 Registering Servlets
You can also dynamically add servlets without using the Packaging Wizard. Use the 
following Java code to register the servlet class HelloWorld with the Mobile Client 
Web Server:

WebToGoServer.addServlet("HelloWorld", "/Hello");

The servlet is added to the default application, "servlet runner," and can be accessed 
by typing the following URL:

http://machine_name/servlets/Hello

The servlet returns the following HTML:

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE> 

Hello World 

</TITLE></HEAD><BODY> 

<P>This is output from HelloWorld doGet(). 

</BODY></HTML>

3.5.4.7 Registering MIME Types
You can create your own servlet that handles all HTTP requests for files with a 
particular file extension. For example, you can have a servlet ASPHandler that 
handles all requests that end in "asp".

You can register this handler with the Mobile Client Web Server using the method 
WebToGoServer.addMIMEHandler(), for example:

log_file The debug log file. If specified, debug messages are sent to this 
file, otherwise the messages are displayed to the screen.

root_dir The root directory. Overrides ROOT_DIR in webtogo.ora. See 
ROOT_DIR.

Property Definition
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WebToGoServer.addMIMEHandler("text/asp", "asp", "ASPHandler")

3.5.4.8 Registering Name/Value Pairs
Web-to-Go provides a registry that can be used to persistently store objects. These 
objects can be obtained inside your servlet code using the method 
OraUserProfile.getValue(). The Mobile Server stores the registry objects in 
the access control system. For the Mobile Client Web Server you can set these 
registry objects dynamically using the method 
WebToGoServer.addRegistryEntry(). This enables you to test applications 
that use the registry. For example:

// Add a registry name/value pair to the default application "servletRunner" 
WebToGoServer.addRegistryEntry ("usercode", "1111");
// Add a registry name/value pair to the specified application. 
WebToGoServer.addRegistryEntry ("TESTAPPLICATION", "code", "112");

3.5.5 Debugging a Servlet
In software development, debuggers are often used to examine code and fix bugs. 
With Web-to-Go, you can use a debugger to test applications containing Java 
servlets. By running these servlets inside a Java debugger, you can set breakpoints 
in the Java code, view the code, examine threads, and evaluate objects. You can 
debug Web-to-Go applications by using the WebToGoServer class inside a 
debugger. See "Configuring Oracle JDeveloper" for more information.

3.5.6 Accessing the Schema Directly in Oracle Lite
The Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go automatically creates a database 
connection to Oracle Lite. This database connection connects to the database schema 
SYSTEM. Within your servlet code you can obtain this connection from the HTTP 
request. See "Database Component Access" for more information. You can also 
connect to the Oracle Lite database directly using ODBC. Connecting to the Oracle 
Lite database directly by using ODBC is helpful for performing the following tasks:

■ Creating schema objects such as tables, view and sequences

■ Manually checking table contents

To connect to Oracle Lite, launch msql by typing the following syntax at a DOS 
prompt:

msql system/x@jdbc:polite:webtogo
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3.6 Using Web-to-Go Applets
Web-to-Go supports Java applets. For security reasons, Web-to-Go applets must 
communicate with the Mobile Server or the Oracle database by using a proxy class. 
The AppletProxy class acts as a proxy for Web-to-Go applets and provides the 
applet with the required methods for communicating with the Web-to-Go servlet or 
for making a JDBC connection. An instance of the AppletProxy should be created 
while instantiating the applet. Once the instance of the AppletProxy class is 
created, the AppletProxy object communicates with the Mobile Server and 
derives all of the required information to connect to the server or to make a JDBC 
connection to the Oracle8 or Oracle8i database.

3.6.1 Creating the Web-to-Go Applet
The Web-to-Go applet extends the java.applet.Applet. When the init() 
method initializes the Web-to-Go applet, it creates an instance of the AppletProxy 
class by passing the Applet reference as parameter. Once you create an instance of 
the AppletProxy class, you can use different methods of the AppletProxy class 
for communicating with the servlet or for establishing a JDBC connection with the 
Oracle database. For example:

import oracle.lite.web.applet.*;
public class AppApplet extends Applet
{
   public void init()
   {
      ..

..
// Create Instance and pass Reference of applet as parameter
proxy = new AppletProxy(this);

} 
   AppletProxy proxy;
}

The applet can use the following methods to communicate with the servlet. Each 
method requires an instance of the AppletProxy class:

■ getResultObject()

■ setSessionId()

■ showDocument()

The applet can use the getConnection()method to establish a JDBC connection with 
the database.
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3.6.2 Creating the HTML Page for the Applet
The Web-to-Go applet is launched from an HTML page that contains the following 
tags:

<html>

<body>

<applet ARCHIVE="/webtogo/wtgapplet.jar" CODE="MyApplet.class" 
WIDTH=200 HEIGHT=100>

<PARAM NAME="ORACLE_LITE_WEB_SESSION_ID"  VALUE="123">

</applet>

</body>

</html>

The AppletProxy class uses the value of the ORACLE_LITE_WEB_SESSION_ID 
parameter to obtain the session ID from the Mobile Server. The session ID is 
subsequently added to every request an applet makes to a servlet. You can write the 
HTML code in a static HTML page or you can generate it from a servlet. 

3.6.2.1 Static HTML Page
Web-to-Go can automatically add the parameter to any static page containing the 
APPLET tag. For this option, you must change the HTML page’s extension to .ahtml 
as demonstrated in the following syntax:

page_name.ahtml

When the client accesses the HTML page, a Web-to-Go system servlet adds the 
required <PARAM> tag for the ORACLE_LITE_WEB_SESSION_ID parameter to 
the HTML. For example:

<PARAM NAME="ORACLE_LITE_WEB_SESSION_ID" VALUE="123">

The Web-to-Go system servlet sets the VALUE attribute to your Web-to-Go session 
ID.

3.6.2.2 HTML page generated from a Servlet
You can also dynamically generate the HTML page that contains the <APPLET> 
tag. When you generate the HTML page dynamically, you must add the session ID 
parameter manually. You can retrieve the sessionID information from the 
oraUserProfile as follows:
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import oracle.lite.web.html.*;
import oracle.lite.web.servlet.*;

public class AppServlet extends HttpServlet
{
  public void doGet(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse resp)
  {
   PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter(resp.getOutputStream());
   out.println("<HTML>");
   out.println("<BODY>");
   out.println("<APPLET ARCHIVE="/webtogo/wtgapplet.jar"

                  CODE=’MyApplet.class’ WIDTH=200 HEIGHT=100>");
   // Add these lines to add one more PARAM tag in html page
   // This code should be added in-between  <APPLET> and  </APPLET> tag
   OraHttpServletRequest ora_request  = (OraHttpServletRequest) req;
   OraUserProfile  oraUserProfile = ora_request.getUserProfile();
   out.println(" <PARAM NAME=\"ORACLE_LITE_WEB_SESSION_ID\" VALUE=\""

                  +oraUserProfile.getAppletSessionId(req)+"\"> ");
 out.println("</APPLET>");
   out.println("</BODY>");
   out.println("</HTML>");
   out.close();

   }
}

3.7 Developing Applet-JDBC Communication
You can develop Java applets that access the database using a JDBC connection. 
Once you create an instance of the AppletProxy class, you must use the 
getConnection()method of AppletProxy class to obtain a JDBC connection. 
The getConnection()method returns the JDBC Connection object.

3.7.1 getConnection()
You can use the getConnection() method to obtain a JDBC Connection. The 
getConnection() method determines whether the connection mode is online or 
offline and provides the correct database connection (Oracle8 for online mode and 
Oracle Lite for offline mode) to the user. For example:

Note: the AppletProxy class is described in "Creating the 
Web-to-Go Applet".
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import oracle.lite.web.applet.*; 
public class AppApplet extends Applet 
{ 
   public void init() 
   { 
      .. 
      .. 
      // Create Instance and pass Reference of applet as parameter 
      proxy = new AppletProxy(this); 
   }
   public java.sql.Connection getDataBaseConnection() 
   {  
      java.sql.Connection  dBConnection = proxy.getConnection();
      return dBConnection;
   }
   AppletProxy proxy;
}

3.7.2 Design Issue
The Web-to-Go applet holds the database connection even after the user exits 
Web-to-Go. The applet maintains the connection even if the user types a new URL 
in the browser address window or clicks the Back button. Web-to-Go application 
designers must ensure that their applications explicitly close the database 
connection when the user exits Web-to-Go. For example, you can close the 
connection by calling the 

dBConnection.close() method referenced in the above code sample.

3.8 Developing Applet-Servlet Communication
You can develop Java applets that communicate with Java servlets in the Web-to-Go 
environment. When a client first connects to the Mobile Server, the server generates 
a session ID and sends it back to the client. Each subsequent client request to the 
server contains this session ID. The Mobile Server authenticates the session ID 
before executing the client’s request. When applets communicate with Web-to-Go 
servlets, each applet request must also contain this session ID. The setSessionId 
method in the AppletProxy class can be used to add the session ID to each applet 
request. The AppletProxy class also contains other methods that provide 
communication between applets and servlets.
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3.8.1 Creating the Web-to-Go Servlet
Servlets must extend the HttpServlet abstract class defined in the Java Servlet 
API. The following example creates a servlet called HelloWorld that extends the 
HttpServlet class. The servlet sends the "Hello World" string to the applet that 
calls it as an object:

public class HelloWorld extends HttpServlet
{
   public void doGet (HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response)
 {
   ObjectOutputStream out = new ObjectOutputStream (resp.getOutputStream());

     Object obj = (Object) "Hello World" ;
     out.writeObject(obj);
     out.close();

   }
}

3.8.1.1 getResultObject()
The Web-to-Go applet uses the getResultObject method to communicate with 
the Web-to-Go servlet by passing the servlet URL and the ServletParameter 
object as parameters. The servlet responds to the applet request with a text string. 
The ServletParameter object can be either an object that can be serialized or a 
string containing name/value pairs. If the servlet accepts parameters, you can call 
the getResultObject method and pass the servlet parameters as one of the 
arguments. For example:

public Object getResult()
{
   java.net.URL url = new URL("http://www.foo.com/EmpServlet");
  String ServletParameter = "empname=John";
  Object resultObject = proxy.getResultObject(url, ServletParameter);
  return resultObject;

}

Note:  The getResultObject() and showDocument() 
methods can be used to communicate with the Java servlet. Use the 
setSessionID method if you want to create your own URL 
connection object.
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3.8.1.2 setSessionId()
You can use the setSessionId method for adding a session ID to an existing 
URLConnection object. When you write the applet-servlet communication 
mechanism, call setSessionID(URLConnection) at the end of the method. The 
method adds a session ID to the passed URLConnection object and then returns the 
URLConnection object. For example:

public void YourMethod()
{
   java.net.URL url = new URL("http://www.foo.com/MyServlet");
  java.net.URLConnection con = url.URLConnection();
  ..
  ..

   ..
  // pass the URLConnection to the method setSessionId
  con = proxy.setSessionID(con);
  // Do whatever you want to do with this URLConnection object
  ObjectOutputStream out = new ObjectOutputStream(con.getOutputStream());
  out.writeObject(obj);
  out.flush();
  out.close();

}

3.8.1.3 showDocument()
The showDocument method displays any static document including those with a 
suffix of .html, .doc, .xls, or any other one defined by the user. The showDocument 
method retrieves these documents from the Mobile Server and displays them in the 
client browser. To display documents, a user must have access permissions for the 
document and must have the correct MIME type set in the Mobile Server. The 
showDocument(String relativeDocUrl, String winName) method 
displays the document in a different browser window identified by a window name 
that is passed in the winName parameter. The following method launches the help 
file from the server in a browser window named "helpWin".

public void showHelp()
{
   String relativeDocUrl = "Help/HelpIndex.html";
  proxy.showDocument (url, helpWin);

}

To show the document in the same browser window as your applet uses call 
showDocument(url) as shown below:
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public void showHelp()
{
   String relativeDocUrl = "Help/HelpIndex.html";
  proxy.showDocument (url);

}

3.9 Debugging Web-to-Go Applications
You can run Web-to-Go applications inside a Java debugger if you have already 
installed the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go and a Java debugger, like 
Oracle’s JDeveloper, Borland’s JBuilder, or Visual J++. The example in this section 
assumes you are using Oracle’s JDeveloper release 3.1, however, most of the 
information provided is also relevant to other debuggers.

3.9.1 Configuring Oracle JDeveloper
The following sections discuss how to configure Oracle JDeveloper 3.1 to run the 
Sample 1 application that comes with the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go.

3.9.1.1 Creating a Debug Project
To create a debug project:

1. Start JDeveloper.

2. Select File and then New Project. The Project Type (Step 1) screen appears. 
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Figure 3–4 The Project Type Screen

3. Enter the project’s file name in the "What is the project’s filename?" field.

4. In the second section of the Project Type screen ("What type of project would 
you like to select?"), select the radio button for empty project. 

5. Click Next. The Project Options (Step 2) screen appears. Enter the following 
information:

Field Description

Default Package 
Name

Leave this field blank.

Project Source Path Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\src\sample1\servlets

Output Directory Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\root\sample1\servlets
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Figure 3–5 The Project Options Screen

6. Click Next. The Project Information Screen (Step 3) appears.

Note: orant is the Oracle Home name on Windows NT systems.
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Figure 3–6 The Project Information Screen

7. Enter information in the following fields:

8. Click Next. The Finish screen appears.

9. Check the options listed in the Finish screen. Click Back, if needed. Click Finish.

Field Description

Title Name of the project.

Author Name of the author.

Copyright Copyright date.

Company Company name.

Description A description of the project.
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Figure 3–7 The Finish Screen

3.9.1.2 Setting the Project Properties
Configure the project properties for debugging. In the JDeveloper navigator menu 
bar, select Project and then Project Properties to view the Properties dialog box. 
Configure the following:

Paths Tab
Target JDK Version:

Select ’Java version "JDK1.2.2_JDeveloper" ’ as your target JDK version.

Source Root Directories:

Verify that this directory points to the root of the sources. It should be set to 
Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\src\sample1\servlets.

Output Root Directory:

Set the output root directory to the directory 
Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\root\sample1\servlets. The Mobile Server 
expects the class files to be in this directory. 

Run/Debug Working Directory:

Set the run/debug directory to Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\bin.
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Figure 3–8 The Properties Dialog Box

Libraries Tab
JDeveloper 3.1 makes it easier to manage sets of .jar files by using libraries instead 
of CLASSPATH settings. Create a WTGSDK library with the following .jar files and 
add this library to your project.

Oracle_Home\mobile\classes\consolidator.jar

Oracle_Home\mobile\classes\ojsp.jar

Oracle_Home\mobile\classes\olite40.jar

Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\bin\webtogo.jar 

Oracle_Home\mobile\classes\servlet.jar 

Oracle_Home\mobile\classes\xmlparser.jar 

Oracle_Home\mobile\classes\classgen.jar
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Perform the following steps to create a WTGSDK library:

1. Select the Libraries tab from the Properties dialog box.

2. Click Add.

Figure 3–9 Select a Java Library Dialog Box

3. Click New.

4. Enter WTGSDK.

5. Click "..." next to the Class Path field. The File dialog box appears.

6. Select the six .jar files noted above and then click OPEN.

7. Click OK.

Compiler Tab
Check the Include debug information box. Close the Properites dialog box by 
clicking OK.

3.9.1.3 Adding Files to the Project
To add the Sample1 files to your project: 

Note: One of the standard JDeveloper libraries is called 
WTGServer. This library should not be used.
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1. Click the green plus sign in the JDeveloper navigator to add the Java sources to 
the project. The file dialog appears.

2. Select the Java source file Helloworld.java in the directory                                 
Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\servlets, and click Open.

3. Add the file RunWebServer.java, which is located in the directory                   
Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk, to the project.

3.9.1.4 Running and Debugging
Set one or more breakpoints in your code by right-clicking at the statement where 
you want to break. Select "Toggle breakpoint". The background of the statement 
becomes red, indicating the breakpoint.

1. Select the file RunWebServer.java in the Navigator window.

2. Choose Run/Debug "RunWebServer" from the menu to start the Mobile Server 
inside the debugger.

The Mobile Server is now ready for use. You can access it through your Web 
browser, by accessing the URL:

http://machine_name/

Where machine_name is the host name of the computer on which you are running 
JDeveloper.

3.9.1.5 Troubleshooting
When you run the Mobile Server inside the Java debugger and access it using a Web 
browser, performance may decrease. You can improve performance by:

■ Running the Web browser on a different machine.

■ Using the Task Manager to set the priority of the Web browser process to 
"LOW" (after you start the Web browser).

3.10 Customizing the Workspace Application
The Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go includes a set of APIs that comprise a 
basic Web-to-Go Workspace application. Developers can use these APIs to replace 
the standard Web-to-Go Workspace application with a customized version. These 
APIs provide such functionality as: 

■      Login 
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■      Logoff 

■      Synchronize 

■      List User Applications 

■      Change User’s Password 

For more information on the APIs used to build a customized Web-to-Go 
Workspace application, see the Web-to-Go API specification, which is located in the 
directory:

Oracle_Home\mobile\doc\javadoc\wtg

After developing the customized Web-to-Go Workspace application, the developer 
must create an Oracle Lite database called webtogo and load the newly created 
Web-to-Go Workspace application into it. The database acts as the Mobile Server 
Repository in the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go. For more information, refer to the 
file crclient.bat, which is included in the sample Web-to-Go Workspace application.

The developer must then create a webtogo.ora file for the Mobile Client for 
Web-to-Go that  instructs the Mobile Server to use the customized Web-to-Go 
Workspace application. (Refer to "Webtogo.ora Parameters" for the correct 
parameter settings for the webtogo.ora file.) 

The developer must then load the webtogo.odb file, which is created by the Mobile 
Client for Web-to-Go, the webtogo.ora file for the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go, and 
the Web-to-Go Workspace itself into the Mobile Server Repository. For more 
information, refer to the file crserver.bat, which is included in the sample 
Web-to-Go Workspace application.

The administrator must then modify the webtogo.ora file on the server to instruct 
the Mobile Server to use the new Web-to-Go Workspace application. (Refer to 
"Webtogo.ora Parameters" for the correct parameter settings for the webtogo.ora 
file.) 

3.10.1 Webtogo.ora Parameters
To instruct Web-to-Go to use a customized Web-to-Go Workspace application, you 
must set the following parameters in the [WEBTOGO] section of the webtogo.ora 
file.

Parameter Setting

CUSTOM_WORKSPACE YES
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3.10.2 Sample Workspace
The Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go includes a sample Web-to-Go 
Workspace application that illustrates how to use the Web-to-Go Workspace API. 
Developers can use this sample application as a starting point when developing 
their Web-to-Go Workspace applications. The sample Web-to-Go Workspace 
application is written using JavaServer Pages (JSP) and .html files. The JSP files are 
located in the "myworkspace/src" directory in the Mobile Development Kit for 
Web-to-Go. These files are compiled into class files that are copied into 
"myworkspace/out" directory. This directory also contains all .html files and image 
files that are used by the sample Web-to-Go Workspace application. 

The Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go includes the following scripts that 
compile the JSP files, create the Oracle Lite database webtogo for the Mobile Client 
for Web-to-Go, and load all necessary files into the Mobile Server Repository. 

CUSTOM_DIRECTORY Repository directory of the Web-to-Go Workspace 
application. For example, /myworkspace.

DEFAULT_PAGE The entry point of the Web-to-Go Workspace application. 
For example, myfirstpage.html

CUSTOM_FIRSTSERVLET The name of the servlet that you want to use in your 
customized Workspace. For example, 

CUSTOM_FIRSTSERVLET= HelloWorld;/hello

Note: Web-to-Go supports only one Workspace application per 
Mobile Server.

Script Name Description

compile.bat Compiles .jsp files and copies the class files to the 
"myworkspace/out" directory.

crclient.bat Copies all files in the "myworkspace/out" directory into the 
webtogo.odb file.

crserver.bat Copies all files in the "myworkspace/webtogo" directory to the 
Mobile Server Repository, including the webtogo.odb and 
webtogo.ora files. 

Parameter Setting
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3.11 Using the Mobile Server Admin API
The Mobile Server Admin API enables an administrator to manage the application 
resources programmatically. Using the Mobile Server Admin API set, 
administrators can potentially create their own customized Control Center 
application to perform such functions as:

■ Creating and modifying users and user groups.

■ Granting and revoking application access for users and groups.

■ Granting and revoking application roles for a user.

■ Including users in and excluding users from group-level access to applications.

■ Assigning snapshot variables to the user.

■ Suspending and resuming applications.

■ Publishing a pre-packaged Web-to-Go application.

■ Customizing an application’s underlying database connections.

For more information on using the API to build the Control Center, see the 
Web-to-Go API Specification, which is located in the directory:

Oracle_Home\mobile\doc\javadoc\wtg

Note: Administrators cannot use the open API set to change the 
basic properties of an application, such as snapshot definitions or 
servlets. This can only be done through the Packaging Wizard. For 
more information, see Oracle9i Lite Administration Guide.
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4

The Web-to-Go Tutorial

This chapter guides you through the phases of implementing a Web-to-Go 
application. Topics include:

■ Section 4.1, "Overview"

■ Section 4.2, "Developing the Application"

■ Section 4.3, "Packaging the Application"

■ Section 4.4, "Publishing the Application"

■ Section 4.5, "Administering the Application"

■ Section 4.6, "Running the Application on the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go"

The tutorial contains an overview and five sections, each of which contains several 
topics. Each section represents a unique phase in the life cycle of the To Do List 
application. When you complete each section, you can either review its contents, 
view related documentation, or proceed to the next one. The tutorial includes the 
following sections:

Table 4–1 The Tutorial’s Outline

Section Description

Overview Describes the purpose of the tutorial and explains how to use 
it.

Developing the 
Application

Explains how to build the components of the To Do List 
application and test them using the Mobile Development Kit 
for Web-to-Go.

Packaging the Application Explains how to package the components of the To Do List 
application.
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Overview
4.1 Overview
This tutorial guides you through the Web-to-Go implementation process by 
teaching you how to create, deploy, administer, and use a simple To Do List 
application. The To Do list application stores all of its items in a relational database. 
It maintains a status for each item that indicates whether or not the item is 
completed. Although multiple users can use the To Do List application, individual 
users see only their own items. 

4.1.1 Before You Start
This tutorial assumes that you have installed and configured the Mobile 
Development Kit for Web-to-Go and the Mobile Server on the same computer. 
Before you start the tutorial, ensure that the development computer and the client 
computer meet the requirements specified below.

4.1.1.1 Development Computer Requirements
The development computer must have the following:

Publishing the Application Explains how to publish an application on the Mobile Server 
after packaging it.

Administering the 
Application

Explains how to administer the To Do List application.

Running the Application 
on the Mobile Client for 
Web-to-Go

Explains how to install the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go and 
use the To Do List application.

Table 4–2 Development Computer Requirements

Requirement Description

Windows NT User Login: ■ The Windows NT login user on the development 
computer must have ADMINISTRATOR privileges.

Installed Java 
Components:

■ Java Development Kit 1.3.1 or higher.

Installed Oracle 
Components:

■ Mobile Server (Oracle9i Lite CD-ROM).

■ The Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go (Oracle9i Lite 
CD-ROM).

Table 4–1 The Tutorial’s Outline

Section Description
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4.1.1.2 Client Computer Requirements
The client computer must have a browser that connects to the Mobile Server over a 
network. You use this computer to test your Web-to-Go application in online and 
offline mode.

4.2 Developing the Application
This section describes how to use the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go to 
develop and test the To Do List application. The To Do List application contains the 
following components:

In this section, you perform the following:

■ Step 1: Creating Database Objects in Oracle Lite.

■ Step 2: Writing the Application Code.

■ Step 3: Compiling the Application.

■ Step 4: Defining the Application and Registering the Servlet.

■ Step 5: Running the Application.

The Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go always uses an Oracle Lite database as 
a development database. You can create one yourself using the CREATEDB 
statement.

The Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go also uses a Web server that is referred 
to as the Mobile Client Web Server.

4.2.1 Step 1: Creating Database Objects in Oracle Lite
In this step, you create the To Do List application’s database objects in this Oracle 
Lite database. 

Table 4–3 The Components of the To Do List Application

Component Function

Java Servlet Accesses the database and inserts To Do items.

JavaServer Page (JSP) Provides the To Do List application user interface in HTML.

JavaBean Provides database access to the JSP.
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During the development phase, the To Do List application’s servlet stores the To Do 
items in the Oracle Lite database. Later, during the deployment phase, you copy the 
database objects from Oracle Lite to the Oracle8 database.

4.2.1.1 The To Do List Application Database Objects
The To Do List application uses the following database objects:

1. The TODO_ITEMS table. The application stores To Do items in a database table, 
called TODO_ITEMS. The table contains the following columns:

2. The TODO_SEQ sequence. Each time a user inserts a new record in the TODO_
ITEMS table, the TODO_SEQ sequence generates primary key values for the 
new record.

4.2.1.2 Required Action
Create the database objects in the Oracle Lite database. To create the database 
objects, run the SQL script, tutorial.sql. From the DOS prompt, type:

createdb webtogo webtogo
cd Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\src\tutorial
msql system/x@jdbc:polite:webtogo @tutorial.sql

msql is an interactive tool that allows you to execute SQL statements against an 
Oracle Lite database. It is similar to SQL*Plus.

Table 4–4 The TODO_ITEMS Table

Column Function

ID Primary key.

TODO_ITEM Text describing the To Do item.

USERNAME Owner of the To Do item.

DONE Indicates whether or not the To Do item has been completed.

Note: There is a mandatory space between ’webtogo’ and 
’@tutorial.sql’.
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4.2.2 Step 2: Writing the Application Code
The To Do List application’s Java code is already provided with the tutorial. Read 
the following explanation of the Java code and review the code itself.

4.2.2.1 The JavaServer Page
The To Do List JSP performs the following:

■ Generates an HTML page.

■ Displays a list of incomplete To Do list items on the HTML page.

■ Flags completed To Do items on the HTML page.

You can access the To Do List JSP from the following location:

Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\src\tutorial\ToDoList.jsp.

4.2.2.2 The JavaBean
The To Do List JSP uses a JavaBean to perform operations with the Oracle database. 
You can access the To Do List JavaBean from the following location:

Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\src\tutorial\ToDoBean.java

4.2.2.3 The Java Servlet
The To Do List Java Servlet inserts a new to do item in the Oracle database, and uses 
the To Do List JSP to regenerate the HTML page. You can access the To Do List Java 
Servlet from the following location:

Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\src\tutorial\InsertToDo.java

4.2.2.4 Required Action
View the Java application code from the following location:

Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\src\tutorial

4.2.3 Step 3: Compiling the Application
In this step, you compile the application by performing the following:

1. Setting the CLASSPATH to include required libraries.

2. Compiling the Java Servlet and JavaBean.

3. Installing the JSP.
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4.2.3.1 Required Action
1. Set the CLASSPATH to include required libraries such as the Java Servlet 

Development Kit and Web-to-Go libraries. A script called setenv.bat has been 
provided to set the CLASSPATH from a DOS prompt. Type:

cd Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\bin

setenv.bat

2. Compile the application. You can compile the application manually or by 
running the compile.bat script. To run the script from a DOS prompt type:

cd Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\src\tutorial

compile.bat

To compile the application manually, perform the following:

a. Compile the Java Servlet by typing the following from a DOS prompt:

Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\src\tutorial

 javac- d ..\..\root\tutorial InsertToDo.java

This creates the following servlet class file:

Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\root\tutorial\InsertToDo.class

b. Compile the JavaBean by typing the following from a DOS prompt:

javac -d ..\..\root\tutorial\WEB-INF\classes ToDoBean.java

c. Install the JSP by typing the following from a DOS prompt:

copy ToDoList.jsp Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\root\
tutorial\ToDoList.jsp

4.2.4 Step 4: Defining the Application and Registering the Servlet
In this step, you use the Packaging Wizard to create the To Do List application, to 
add the application files, and to register the application’s servlet with the Mobile 
Client Web Server. In the development environment, every application and its 
associated servlets must be registered with the Mobile Client Web Server. You do 
not need to register the To Do List JSP or JavaBean.

4.2.4.1 The Packaging Wizard
Developers use the Packaging Wizard to create or modify Web-to-Go applications. 
During this tutorial you will run the Packaging Wizard first in the developing 
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mode, then later you will run the Packaging Wizard in the regular mode. In 
developing mode, you use the Packaging Wizard to perform the following 
functions:

■ Define the Web-to-Go application

■ Register servlets

■ Add files

■ Compile JSP files

■ Add Registry entries

Running the Packaging Wizard in the developing mode disables the panels that it 
uses exclusively during deployment. Since you publish the application to your local 
machine, you do not have to enter the application’s connectivity or database 
information in the Packaging Wizard. 

For more information, see Chapter 5, "Defining Web-to-Go Applications".

4.2.4.2 Required Action
Define the To Do List application and register its servlet by performing the 
following steps:

1. Start the Packaging Wizard in debug mode. From a DOS prompt, type the 
following:

a. cd Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\bin

b. wtgpack -d

The Packaging Wizard appears and provides you with the option to create a 
new application, edit an existing application, delete an existing application, 
or open a packaged application, by selecting the radio button next to the 
option, as illustrated in Figure 4–1. Note that deleting an existing 
application merely deletes the application from the XML file and does not 
remove any files from the file system.
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Figure 4–1 The Make a Selection Dialog Box

2. Select the Create a new application radio button and click OK.

3. The Select a platform dialog box appears. As Figure 4–2 illustrates, this dialog 
box enables you to specify the platform for your application. Select Web-to-Go 
from the Available Platforms list and click the down arrow. The Web-to-Go 
platform appears in the Selected Platforms field. Click Next. Note that the 
Available Platforms list (in the upper half of the dialog box) enables you, in 
general, to select other supported platforms for your application, such as Win32 
Native and Palm, among others. In this tutorial, the platform of choice is 
Web-to-Go. The up and down arrow buttons enable you to move your selected 
platform to the Selected Platforms field in the lower half of the dialog box or to 
move it back to the Available Platforms list if you want to change your platform 
selection.
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Figure 4–2 The Select a Platform Dialog Box 

4. The Application Panel appears, as illustrated by Figure 4–3. 
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Figure 4–3 The Application Panel

5. Use the application panel to modify the To Do List application settings. Enter 
the specified values in the following fields:

6. Click Next. The Files panel appears. Use the Files panel to select the files that 
are part of the application. Files under your application root directory are 
automatically included.

Table 4–5 The To Do List Application Settings

Field Value

Application Name ToDoList

Virtual Path /tutorial

Description This is the To Do Application

Default page ToDoList.jsp

Local Application 
Directory

Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\root\tutorial

Icon tutorial.gif
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The Files panel identifies the files that the Packaging Wizard uploads from the 
local application directory to the application repository on the Mobile Server.

Figure 4–4 Uploading All of the Application Files

7. Compile the JSP files. Click the button Compile JSP. 

All your JSP files will now be compiled to Java Servlet classes. Once the 
compilation is completed, the following success message appears:
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Figure 4–5 The Success Message for the Completed JSP Compilation 

The newly generated files are automaticlly added to the list of application files.

8. Click OK. The following dialog box appears showing that the newly generated 
files are added to the list of application files.
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Figure 4–6 The Newly Generated Files Are Added Automatically

9. Click Next to view the To Do List application servlets. The Packaging Wizard 
automatically detects and selects servlets in your Local Application Directory to 
register with the Mobile Client Web Server. You can view the To Do List 
application’s servlet in the Servlets panel. Since the To Do List application 
contains only one servlet, the Servlets panel displays a single line.
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Figure 4–7 The Servlets Panel

The Servlets panel enables you to map virtual paths (servlet name) to the Java 
classes (servlet class).

For more information o using the Packaging Wizard, see Chapter 5, "Defining 
Web-to-Go Applications".

10.  Change the servlet name to "insert". The servlet name is case sensitive, and it 
must be all in lower case. Make sure that you change the servlet name before 
you click Next. 

11. Click Next. The Registry panel appears. There are no registry settings to be 
entered. Click Finish. The application definition is now saved and you are ready 
to run the application.

4.2.5 Step 5: Running the Application
In this step you run the To Do List application by starting the Mobile Client Web 
Server on the development computer. Then, you access the To Do List application 
by launching your Web browser and connecting to the application’s URL.
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4.2.5.1 The Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go Web Server
The Mobile Client Web Server loads the To Do List application information and the 
Java servlet that you specified in the Packaging Wizard. Once started, you can 
access the Mobile Client Web Server from any Web browser by specifying the URL 
of the computer it resides on. The default port for the Mobile Client Web Server is 
7070. You can configure which port the Mobile Client Web Server uses by changing 
the port entry in the webtogo.ora file. The full path is:

 Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\bin\webtogo.ora

For additional information regarding configuration parameters in the webtogo.ora 
file, see the Oracle9i Lite Administration Guide and "The webtogo.ora File" in 
Chapter 3, "Developing Web-to-Go Applications" for more information. 

4.2.5.2 Required Action
Run the To Do List application by performing the following:

1. Start the Mobile Client Web Server. From a DOS prompt, type:

a. cd Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\bin

b. wtgdebug.exe

The Mobile Client Web Server starts and reports which servlets are loaded. If 
your servlets contain any System.out.println() statements, the messages 
appear in this window.

2. Start your Web browser and connect to the following URL:

http://your_machine:7070/

The browser displays the list of applications currently known to the Web-to-Go 
system:
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Figure 4–8 The List of Applications 

Table 4–6 List of Applications Currently Known to the System

Application Description

To Do List application The application you added to the Mobile Client Web Server in 
Step 4.

ServletRunner The default application containing all published servlets that 
are not assigned to an application. 

Sample 1 The Hello World Servlet is an example of a basic servlet. The 
application is located in:

Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\root\sample1

Sample 3 The Recording Tracker demonstrates how servlets can be used 
to maintain a database with recording information. The 
application is located in:

Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\root\sample3
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3. Click the To Do List application. A new browser window appears that contains 
the following:

■ The list of incomplete To Do items.

■ A simple HTML form that you use to create new To Do items.

All incomplete To Do items are preceded by the letter "X". When you click "X," 
the To Do List application flags the item as complete and removes the item from 
the list.

4.3 Packaging the Application
This section describes how to package the application to make it ready for 
publishing to the Mobile Server. In this section, you will perform the following 
tasks:

■ Step 1: Defining the Application Using the Packaging Wizard

■ Step 2: Defining the Application Connection to Oracle8

■ Step 3: Defining the Snapshot

■ Step 4: Defining the Sequences

■ Step 5: Creating SQL Files for the Application

Sample 4 The Hello Applet illustrates how applets and servlets can 
communicate with each other. The application is located in:

Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\root\sample4

Sample 7 The Employee Data Applet demonstrates the use of JDBC 
inside an applet. The application is located in:

Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\root\sample7

Sample 6 The Image Gallery shows how to store binary data in the 
database without using the LONG datatype. The application is 
located in:

Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\root\sample6

Table 4–6 List of Applications Currently Known to the System

Application Description
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4.3.1 Step 1: Defining the Application Using the Packaging Wizard
In this step, you select and describe the To Do List application using the Packaging 
Wizard.

4.3.1.1 The Packaging Wizard
You can use the Packaging Wizard to create or modify a Web-to-Go application and 
then publish it to the Mobile Server. In this tutorial, you use the Packaging Wizard 
to complete Steps 4 through 8 of the Development phase.

4.3.1.2 Required Action
Select and describe the To Do List application by launching the Packaging Wizard in 
regular mode:

1. From a DOS prompt, type the following:

a. cd Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\bin

b. wtgpack

The Packaging Wizard appears with all of its panels enabled. When 
launched, the Packaging Wizard defaults to the Welcome panel.

2. Choose Edit an existing application and select the To Do List application from 
the drop-down list.

3. Click OK. The Platforms panel appears. As Figure 4–9 shows, the Platforms 
panel contains the same information that you entered in Section 4.2.4, "Step 4: 
Defining the Application and Registering the Servlet".
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Figure 4–9 The Platforms Panel

4. Click the Application tab. The Application panel appears. The Application 
panel contains the same information that you entered in Section 4.2.4, "Step 4: 
Defining the Application and Registering the Servlet".
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Figure 4–10 The Application Panel

5. Describe the To Do List application by performing the following steps:

a. Verify that the specified values in the following fields are correct:

Table 4–7 Specified Values

Field Value

Application Name ToDoList

Virtual Path /tutorial

Description This is the To Do Application

Application Classpath

Default Page ToDoList.jsp

Local Application 
Directory

Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\root\tutorial

Icon tutorial.gif
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b. Click the Files tab. The Files panel appears. All files have already been 
added to the application. 

c. Click the Servlets tab. The Servlets panel appears.

d. Click the Database tab. The Database panel appears.

4.3.2 Step 2: Defining the Application Connection to Oracle8
In this step, you define the To Do List application’s connection to Oracle8 using the 
Database panel of the Packaging Wizard. The Database panel defines the Web-to-Go 
application user’s connection to replication master groups on the Oracle8 server. In 
this case, the Database panel defines connection information for the Oracle8 server 
containing the To Do List application’s database objects.

Figure 4–11 The Database Panel

The connection settings instruct Web-to-Go to create a maximum of ten connections 
for the To Do List application. The connections are shared among users through a 
connection pool. When a user no longer requires a connection, it is returned to the 
pool and can be used by another user. See "Database Components" in Chapter 3, 
"Developing Web-to-Go Applications" for more information.
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The Database DSN Name refers to the database file and corresponding DSN that 
will be created on the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go for this application.

4.3.2.1 Required Action
Enter the following values in the specified fields:

Click the Snapshots tab. The Snapshots panel appears.

4.3.3 Step 3: Defining the Snapshot
In this step, you deploy the To Do List Application’s database schema objects using 
the Packaging Wizard.

4.3.3.1 The Snapshots Panel
The Snapshots panel defines the database tables for which you create snapshots. 
You can use the Packaging Wizard to import the table definitions from the 
development database. These definitions can then be used to define the snapshots 
for the mobile application.

Table 4–8 Required Action Values

Field Value

Database Username master

Number of Connections 10

Share Connections check

Database DSN Name todo

Note: This tutorial skips Roles because the tutorial application 
does not use any special roles. 

The Roles panel allows the developer to define roles for the 
Web-to-Go application. In general, the developer must build 
application roles into the Web-to-Go application because they do 
not occur automatically. For more information on how to build 
application roles, see Section 3.3, "Application Roles", in Chapter 3, 
"Developing Web-to-Go Applications".
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Figure 4–12 The Snapshots Panel

4.3.3.2 Required Action
In the Snapshots panel, import the table definition from the development database 
by performing the following steps:

1. Click Import. The Connections window appears. Enter the following 
information in the specified fields:

2. Click OK. The Tables window appears and displays a list of available tables.

Field Value

Username system

Password manager

URL jdbc:polite:webtogo
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Figure 4–13 The Tables Dialog Box

3. Select the TODO_ITEMS table, click Add, and then click Close. The TODO_
ITEMS snapshot and the SQL statement for the snapshot template appear in the 
right frame of the Tables window.

4. Select the TODO_ITEMS table and click Edit. The Edit Snapshot dialog box 
appears.
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Figure 4–14 The Edit Snapshot Dialog Box

5. Change the weight to 1. This controls the order in which snapshots are 
refreshed on the client.

6. Click the Win32 tab. As Figure 4–15 illustrates, the panel for the Win32 client 
appears. Select the "Create on client" check box. Change the SQL statement in 
the Template field as follows and then click OK:

SELECT * FROM MASTER.TODO_ITEMS WHERE USERNAME = :USERNAME

The figure shows the SQL statement in the Template field as described above.
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Figure 4–15 The Win32 Panel in the Edit Snapshots Dialog Box

7. Click OK.

4.3.4 Step 4: Defining the Sequences
The Sequences panel defines the sequences that Web-to-Go creates for your client’s 
applications in the offline mode. In this step, you create a new definition of the 
TODO_SEQ sequence that the To Do List application uses in the offline mode. Later 
on, you will create the actual sequences in Oracle8. During synchronization, 
Web-to-Go automatically creates a local copy of the TODO_SEQ sequence on your 
client.

1. Click the Sequences tab. The Sequences panel appears as shown in Figure 4–16. 
The description that appears on the panel states that you use the Sequences 
panel to list the database sequences for this Web-to-Go application. You can 
enter the definition of the sequences to specify how Web-to-Go should create 
the sequences on the Mobile Clients for Web-to-Go. The sequences must exist in 
the database prior to performing this step.
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Figure 4–16 The Sequences Panel

2. Click Import. The Sequences window appears, displaying a list of available 
sequences, as illustrated in Figure 4–17.

Figure 4–17 The Sequences Window
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3. Select the TODO_SEQ sequence and click Add.

4. Click Close.

5. Click OK. The Application Definition Completed dialog box appears, as 
illustrated in Figure 4–18.

Figure 4–18 The Application Definition Completed Dialog Box

4.3.5 Step 5: Creating SQL Files for the Application
Use the Application Definition Completed dialog box to create SQL files for the To 
Do List application.

4.3.5.1 Required Action
Select the Create files radio button and then click the "generate SQL scripts for 
database objects" check box. Click OK.

This generates SQL scripts for database objects. 

The Packaging Wizard places the specified files in the following directory:

Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\root\tutorial\sql

Note: This tutorial application does not use DDLs or the Registry. 
Therefore, the tutorial skips them.
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4.3.6 Step 6: Package the Application
Use the Application Definition Completed dialog box to package the ToDo List 
application into a jar file.

4.3.6.1 Required Action
Select the Create files radio button and then click the check box for the "package 
application into a JAR file" action statement. Make sure that the "generate SQL 
scripts for database objects" check box is not checked.

You will be prompted for the name of the jar file. The default location is:

Oracle_Home\Mobile\Sdk\wtgsdk\root\ToDoList.jar

As Figure 4–19 illustrates, the Save the Application dialog box appears asking you 
"Where do you want to store the jar file?" The Browse button 

Figure 4–19 The Save the Application Dialog Box

Click OK.

The jar file is created, containing the application files and definition.

You have now completed all of the development tasks that are required for 
packaging your application. Your application is packaged.

File Description

ToDoList.sql The master script that calls other SQL files.

tables.sql The script that creates all SQL tables.

Sequences.sql The script that creates the sequences.

DDLs.sql This file is empty because no DDLs are defined.
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4.4 Publishing the Application
After packaging your application, you are ready to publish it. The following 
sections describe the steps for publishing the application.

4.4.1 Step1: Create the Table Owner Account
In this step, you will create the database user who will own the To Do List 
application objects in Oracle8. Type the following:

sqlplus system/manager@webtogo.world
create user master identified by master;
grant connect,resource to master;

4.4.2 Step 2: Create the Database Objects in Oracle8
In this step, you create the To Do List application database objects in Oracle8.

4.4.2.1 Required Action
Run the SQL master script by typing the following from a DOS prompt:

cd Oracle_Home\mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\root\tutorial\sql
sqlplus master/master@webtogo.world @ToDoList.sql

This script performs the following on Oracle8:

■ Creates the todo_items table.

■ Creates the sequence.

4.4.3 Step 3: Start the Mobile Server
In this step, you start the Mobile Server.

4.4.3.1 Required Action
To start the Mobile Server, type the following at the DOS command line:

webtogo  -d0 mobileadmin/manager@webtogo.world

The password in this example is manager. Use your own password.
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4.4.4 Step 4: Log on to the Mobile Server and Start the Mobile Server Control Center
In this step, you log on to the Mobile Server and start the Mobile Server Control 
Center. 

4.4.4.1 Requied Action
To start the Mobile Server Control Center, perform the following steps:

1. Start your Web browser and connect to the Mobile Server by typing the 
following URL:

http://server/webtogo

2. Log on as the Mobile Server administrator by entering the following account 
information:

3. Launch the Control Center by clicking the Control Center link in the 
Workspace. The Mobile Server Control Center application appears in a new 
browser window, as Figure 4–20 illustrates. The figure shows a browser 
window displaying the Applications page. The right panel instructs you to use 
the left panel to search for the applications that you want to publish. Using the 
radio buttons, you can find applications by name or by virtual path. 

Note: Replace the server variable with the host name of your 
Mobile Server.

Field Value

Username administrator

Password admin
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Figure 4–20 Launching the Control Center

4.4.5 Step 5: Upload the Application
In this step, you upload the jar file containing the To Do List application.

4.4.5.1 Required Action
To upload an application to the Mobile Server, perform the following steps:

1. Click the Applications tab in the upper right corner. The Applications menu 
appears in the left frame.

2. Click "Publish Application" in the left frame. The New Application screen 
appears in the Workspace, as illustrated in Figure 4–21.

3. Enter the following value for the repository directory:
/tutorial
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4. Use the Browse button to select the jar file which you created in Section 4.3.6, 
"Step 6: Package the Application". The default location of the jar file is:
OracleHome\Mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\root\ToDoList.jar 

5. Click Upload to publish the application.

Figure 4–21 The New Application Page

Your application is published.

Note: You will set the application properties in a later step, in 
Section 4.5.3, "Step 3: Setting the Application Properties".
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4.5 Administering the Application
This section describes how to administer the application you created and tested in 
the Development section and deployed in the Deployment section. In this section, 
you perform the following tasks:

■ Start the Control Center.

■ Use the Control Center to create a new user.

■ Set the application properties.

■ Grant user access to the application.

■ Define snapshot template values for the user’s snapshot template variables.

See Oracle9i Lite Administration Guide for more information about any of the Control 
Center tasks described in this section of the tutorial.

4.5.1 Step 1: Starting the Mobile Server Control Center
In this step, you start the Mobile Server Control Center. This Web-based application, 
which runs in your browser, enables you to easily administer Mobile Server 
applications.

4.5.1.1 Required Action
To start the Mobile Server Control Center, perform the following steps:

1. Start your Web browser and connect to the Mobile Server by typing the 
following URL:

http://server/webtogo

2. Log in as the Mobile Server administrator by entering the following account 
information:

Note: Replace the server variable with the host name of your 
Mobile Server.

Field Value

Username administrator

Password admin
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3. Launch the Control Center by clicking the Administration icon in the 
Workspace. The Control Center application appears in a new browser window. 

Figure 4–22 Launching the Control Center

4.5.2 Step 2: Using the Control Center to Create a New User
In this step, you create a new user.

4.5.2.1 Required Action
To create a new Mobile Server user, perform the following steps:

1. Click the Users tab in the upper right corner. The user menu appears in the left 
frame. 

2. Click Create New User. New user information appears in the Workspace.
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3. Enter the following information for the user and then click Save:

Figure 4–23 User Properties Panel

4.5.3 Step 3: Setting the Application Properties
In this step, you set the To Do List application’s properties.

Field Value

Full Name: tutorial

Name: tutorial

Password: tutorial

Password confirm: tutorial

Privilege: Connect
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4.5.3.1 Required Action
To set the To Do List application’s properties, perform the following steps:

1. Click the Applications tab in the upper right corner. The Applications menu 
appears in the left frame.

2. Enter your search criteria to find the To Do List application. Select the By Name 
option, enter "ToDo" in the search field, and then click Go. The To Do List 
application appears in the Workspace.

3. Click the To Do List application and then click Properties in the left frame.

4. In the Database Password field type "master". This is the default password for 
the Web-to-Go demo schema. Then click Save.

Note: You can also leave the search field blank and click Go. This 
generates a list of all available Mobile Server applications in the 
Workspace.
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Figure 4–24 Setting the Application Properties

4.5.4 Step 4: Granting User Access to the Application
In this step, you grant the user TUTORIAL access to the To Do List application.

4.5.4.1 Required Action
To grant the user TUTORIAL access to the To Do List application, perform the 
following steps:

1. In the left frame, click Security. The Control Center displays two lists. One list 
contains all of the application users and the other contains all of the application 
groups. Check boxes indicate whether or not the user or group has access to the 
application.
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2. Find the user TUTORIAL in the "User based access" list. Then select the check 
box for that user, TUTORIAL. 

3. Click Save. The user TUTORIAL now has access to the To Do List application.

Figure 4–25 Granting the User Access to Applications

4.5.5 Step 5: Defining Snapshot Template Values for the User
In this step, you define the snapshot template variable for the user, TUTORIAL. 
Each Mobile Client for Web-to-Go downloads the same application data when it 
synchronizes. In some cases, you may want to specify the data your application 
downloads for each user. You can accomplish this by modifying a user’s snapshot 
template variable.
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4.5.5.1 Required Action
To modify a user’s Data Subsetting parameters, perform the following steps:

1. In the left frame, click Data Subsetting.

2. Select the platform Win32 for the user tutorial.

3. The Data Subsetting parameters appear on the right hand side.

4. Enter the value ’TUTORIAL’ with quotes and select Save.

Figure 4–26 Data Subsetting Parameters

See Oracle9i Lite Administration Guide for more information about snapshots.

You have successfully administered the To Do List Application.
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4.5.6 Step 6: Starting the Message Generator and Processor (MGP)
In this step, you will start the Consolidator Message Generator and Processor 
(MGP) from the Web-to-Go Control Center. When the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go  
synchronizes, it uploads data changes to the Mobile Server. The MGP is a separate 
process that applies data changes to the Oracle8 database.

4.5.6.1 Required Action
To start the MGP, perform the following steps:

1. Click the Server tab in the Mobile Server Control Center.

2. Click MGP Control in the left frame of the Server panel.

3. Click the Start button. The right frame displays "Starting MGP" as the current 
mode and the Status button replaces the Start button.

Figure 4–27 Starting MGP
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4.6 Running the Application on the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go
This section describes how to use the application you created and tested in the 
Development section, deployed in the Deployment section, and then administered 
in the Administration section. In this section, you will perform the following tasks:

■ Install the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go.

■ Log in to the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go.

■ Synchronize the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go.

4.6.1 Step 1: Installing the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go 
In this section, you install the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go using the Mobile Client 
setup program. The setup program is an executable file that you download or run 
using your Web browser.

4.6.1.1 Required Action
To install the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go, perform the following actions:

1. Start your Web browser and connect to the Mobile Server by typing the 
following URL:

http://server/webtogo/setup

A Web page appears with the following text:

■ Mobile Client for Web-to-Go

Please click here to download the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go.

■ Mobile Client for Win32

Please click here to download the Mobile Client for Win32.

■ Branch Office

Please click here to download the Branch Office program.

Note: You must install the application and test it on a separate 
machine from the Mobile Server.

Note: Replace server with the host name of your Mobile Server.
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■ All programs

Please click here to see all programs.

(Every time, the word "here" is a hyperlink.)

2. Click the first hyperlink, "here" to access the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go setup 
program.

Figure 4–28 Installing the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go

3. If you are using Netscape, choose a location to save the setup program and click 
OK. In Windows Explorer, double-click setup.exe to run the setup program.

If you are using Internet Explorer, run the setup program from your browser 
window.

Once started, the setup program asks you to provide an install directory.

4. Choose a directory such as C:\orant, and click OK. The setup program 
downloads all the required components and starts the Mobile Client for 
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Web-to-Go on your machine. The Web-to-Go login page appears after the 
installation has completed.

Figure 4–29 The Web-to-Go Login Page

4.6.2 Step 2: Logging into the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go 
In this step, you complete setting up the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go.

4.6.2.1 Required Action
Your browser should display the Web-to-Go logon page. If your browser does not 
display the Web-to-Go login page, then type the following URL:

http://client
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1. Log on to Web-to-Go by entering the following information in the logon screen 
and then by clicking logon:

2. You must complete the setup because this is the first time you have logged in to 
the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go. As Figure 4–30 shows, the Client initialization 
screen displays the message: "The Web-to-Go Client was installed successfully! 
Web-to-Go client will now synchronize your computer with the Mobile Server."

Note: Replace the client variable with the host name of your 
Mobile Client for Web-to-Go.

Field Value

User name: Tutorial

Password: Tutorial
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Figure 4–30 Mobile Client for Web-to-Go Initialization

3. Click Next to start downloading your applications and data. The data 
synchronization screen appears, as Figure 4–31 illustrates. This figure shows the 
data synchronization in progress screen displaying the message: "Data 
synchronization in progress. Please wait...". A graphic in the center of the screen 
represents the data that is being synchronized. One arrow points to the right of 
the screen toward a graphic representing the Mobile Server and a second arrow 
points to the left of the screen toward a graphic representing the Mobile Client 
for Web-to-Go.
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Figure 4–31 The Data Synchronization in Progress Screen

4. Once the synchronization process is finished, the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go 
needs to be restarted. This is done automatically. As Figure 4–32 shows, the 
Restarting Mobile Client for Web-to-Go screen appears displaying the message: 
"New or updated application files have been downloaded. Please wait while 
Mobile Client for Web-to-Go is being restarted."
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Figure 4–32 The Restarting Mobile Client for Web-to-Go Screen

5. After restarting the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go, the Workspace portal appears 
with a single icon for the To Do List application and a link labeled ToDoList, as 
Figure 4–33 shows.
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Figure 4–33 Completion of the Synchronization Process: Application Downloaded

6. Click the To Do List application icon. Web-to-Go launches the To Do List 
application in your browser, as Figure 4–34 shows.
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Figure 4–34 The To Do List Application

7. Create a new To Do item and save it in the database by entering some text and 
clicking ADD.

8. Exit the application by closing the browser window. This action returns you to 
the Workspace.

4.6.3 Step 3: Synchronizing the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go 
In this step, you synchronize the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go.

4.6.3.1 Required Action
To synchronize the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go with the Mobile Server, perform 
the following steps:

1. Select the Sync tab in the upper right corner of the Workspace.
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The Mobile Client for Web-to-Go synchronizes the application and all of your data 
to the local machine.

Figure 4–35 The Data Synchronization in Progress Page

The Workspace appears when the synchronization process has completed. 
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Defining Web-to-Go Applications

This chapter provides instructions for defining Web-to-Go applications and 
packaging them in preparation for them to be published by the administrator . 
Topics include:

■ Section 5.1, "Overview"

■ Section 5.2, "Using Sequence Support for Disconnected Clients"

■ Section 5.3, "Using the Packaging Wizard"

5.1 Overview
After you develop the Web-to-Go application, you define it using the Packaging 
Wizard. The Packaging Wizard packages application files and application meta 
data, and uploads them to the Mobile Server Repository. Before you can use the 
Packaging Wizard, you must first understand the different types of sequences that 
you can assign to a disconnected application. You must also configure Oracle8 
database tables for advanced replication.

5.2 Using Sequence Support for Disconnected Clients
Many database applications use sequences to generate unique identifiers. Using 
sequence support, Web-to-Go applications can generate unique primary key values 
when inserting new records in a database table. In offline mode, sequence support 
enables each Mobile Client for Web-to-Go to generate primary key values that are 
unique across all clients.
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5.2.1 Web-to-Go Sequences
Web-to-Go determines unique primary key values for Mobile Clients for Web-to-Go 
by creating sequences for them when these clients synchronize with the Mobile 
Server. Web-to-Go ensures that each sequence contains a set of unique numbers by 
using the Window sequence.

Web-to-Go maintains sequences based on sequence definitions. The developer 
creates the sequence definition and publishes it to the Mobile Server using the 
Packaging Wizard. Web-to-Go then creates the sequence locally by executing a SQL 
statement based on the sequence definition. However, you must create the sequence 
objects on the Oracle database yourself. You can create the sequence objects on the 
Oracle database by executing the SQL CREATE SEQUENCE statement. In addition, 
the Packaging Wizard can define sequence support for offline Web-to-Go 
applications.

5.2.2 The Window Sequence
The Window sequence assigns a unique range of values to each client. The range of 
values never overlaps with those of other clients. When a client uses all the values 
in the range of its sequence, Web-to-Go recreates the sequence with a new, unique 
range of values. Web-to-Go only recreates the sequence when the client 
synchronizes with the Mobile Server.

For each window sequence, Web-to-Go defines a threshold containing the minimum 
number of available sequence numbers it requires. When a client synchronizes with 
the Mobile Server, Web-to-Go checks if its sequence range is still larger than the 
threshold value. If it is not, Web-to-Go automatically recreates the sequence with a 
new, unique range of values.

5.2.2.1 Window Sequence Example
The following example assigns the Window sequence to two clients.
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When Client 1 runs out of values, Web-to-Go recreates the sequence with a new 
window containing unique values such as: 21, 22,..., 30.

5.2.2.2 Creating the Window Sequence
Web-to-Go creates and maintains the Window sequence on the client based on the 
sequence definition in the Mobile Server Repository. For example, assume that the 
Mobile Server Repository contains the following Window sequence definition:

When the first client disconnects and is in offline mode, Web-to-Go creates the 
sequence locally by executing the following SQL statement:

Client Sequence Range

Client 1 1-10

Client 2 11-20

Sequence Parameter Definition

NAME AUDIODB_SEQ

TYPE WINDOW

START_VALUE 1

INCREMENT 1

WINDOW_SIZE 200

THRESHOLD 25
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CREATE SEQUENCE audiodb_seq START WITH 1 MAXVALUE 200 INCREMENT 
BY 1;

When the second client disconnects and is in offline mode, Web-to-Go creates the 
sequence locally by executing the following SQL statement:

CREATE SEQUENCE audiodb_seq START WITH 201 MAXVALUE 400 
INCREMENT BY 1;

Web-to-Go keeps track of the number of assigned windows to ensure that each 
client has a unique range. When the first client’s sequence exceeds 175, its available 
range drops below the specified threshold of 25. Web-to-Go detects this situation 
and recreates the sequence the next time the client synchronizes with the Mobile 
Server. Web-to-Go accomplishes this by executing the following SQL statements:

DROP SEQUENCE audiodb_seq;

CREATE SEQUENCE audiodb_seq START WITH 401 MAXVALUE 600 
INCREMENT BY 1;

5.2.2.3 Defining Window Sequences for Online Mode
In online mode, all users can share the same sequence. This sequence must have a 
range of values that supports a large number of users and does not overlap with the 
range of values assigned to users in offline mode. You can meet these requirements 
by using one of the following methods:

■ Reserve a large window for the Oracle sequence and allow disconnected clients 
to create sequences above this value.

■ Reserve the odd sequence numbers for online mode, and the even sequence 
numbers for offline mode. This method requires a sequence increment of two to 
ensure uniqueness of the sequence numbers.

Large Window Sequence
To reserve a large window from 1 to 100000000 for the Oracle8 sequence, execute 
the following SQL statement on the Oracle8:

CREATE SEQUENCE audiodb_seq START WITH 1 MAXVALUE 100000000 
INCREMENT BY 1;

Web-to-Go must assign disconnected clients sequence numbers that begin at least 
one increment higher than the window reserved for online users. If the window 
reserved for online users has a range from 1 to 100000000 then the first window 
assigned to a disconnected user must have a start value of 100000001 or higher. The 
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following example defines window sequences to two clients whose start values 
account for the large window sequence already reserved for Oracle8:

Sequence Parameter Definition

NAME AUDIODB_SEQ

TYPE WINDOW

START_VALUE 100000001

INCREMENT 1

WINDOW_SIZE 200

THRESHOLD 25

Client Sequence Range

Client 1 100000001 - 100000200

Client 2 100000201 - 100000400
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Recommended: Even and Odd Window Sequences
You can provide unique sequence values for online and offline mode by assigning 
each mode with either odd or even sequence numbers and an identical increment 
value. The following procedure reserves a window with odd sequence numbers for 
online mode and a window with even sequence numbers for offline mode.

Execute the following SQL statement on the Oracle8 server:

CREATE SEQUENCE audiodb_seq START WITH 1 INCREMENT BY 2;

Enter the following sequence definitions in the Packaging Wizard:

When you use this method, the range of the online sequence is only limited by the 
maximum size of an Oracle sequence number, which is approximately 1026. For 
offline clients, the WINDOW_SIZE and THRESHOLD parameters do not take the 

Sequence Parameter Definition

NAME AUDIODB_SEQ

TYPE WINDOW

START_VALUE 2

INCREMENT 2

WINDOW_SIZE 200

THRESHOLD 25
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increment steps into account. In step 2, the disconnected clients only have 100 
(200/2) possible sequence values before they need to recreate a sequence.

5.3 Using the Packaging Wizard
The Packaging Wizard is a graphical tool that you can use to perform the following:

■ Create and publish a new Web-to-Go application.

■ Edit an existing Web-to-Go application.

■ Package a Web-to-Go application for easy deployment.

■ Publish a Web-to-Go application to the Mobile Server Repository.

When you create a new Web-to-Go application, you define its components and 
publish them to the Mobile Server Repository. In some cases you may want to edit 
the definition of an existing Web-to-Go application’s components. For example, if 
you develop a new servlet for your application, you can use the Packaging Wizard 
to add the servlet to your application definition and then publish the modified 
application to the Mobile Server Repository. The Packaging Wizard also enables 
you to package application components in a .jar file for easy deployment. 

5.3.1 Starting the Packaging Wizard
To launch the Packaging Wizard, type the following from a DOS prompt:

wtgpack

The Packaging Wizard appears, as Figure 5–1 shows, and defaults to the Make a 
Selection dialog box. This dialog box enables you to create, edit, open, or delete a 
packaged application using the following features:

Feature Description

Create a new application When selected, this option enables you to define a new 
application.

Edit an existing 
application

When selected, this option enables you to edit an existing 
application. Users can select an existing application from the 
adjacent drop-down list.

Open a packaged 
application

When selected, this option enables you to select an application 
that has been packaged as a .jar file. You can enter the name of 
the packaged application in the adjacent field or select the 
application using the Browse button.
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Figure 5–1 The Make a Selection Dialog Box

5.3.2 Selecting a Platform
Use the Select a Platform dialog box to select the platform for which you want to 
package your application. As Figure 5–2 illustrates, this dialog box enables you to 
specify a platform, such as, Web-to-Go, Palm, Win32 Native, or Handheld PC 
(ARM), among others.

Delete the existing 
application

When selected, this option enables you to delete the existing 
application from the XML file, but not from Mobile Server 
Repository.

Feature Description
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Figure 5–2 The Select a Platform Dialog Box

5.3.3 Starting the Packaging Wizard in Development Mode
The Packaging Wizard also supports development mode. In this mode, the 
Packaging Wizard only enables you to define the Web-to-Go application 
information, list the application files, compile JSPs, add servlets, and make registry 
changes. Since the application is packaged to your local machine, it requires neither 
connectivity nor database information.

To launch the Packaging Wizard in development mode, type the following from a 
DOS prompt:

wtgpack -d

The following sections explain the function of each Packaging Wizard panel.

5.3.4 Naming New Applications
Use the Application panel to name a new Web-to-Go application and to specify 
where you want to store it on the Mobile Server. As Figure 5–3 illustrates and the 
following table describes, Application panel includes the following fields:
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Field Description Required

Application Name The name of the new Web-to-Go application. Yes

Virtual Path A path that is mapped from the root directory of the server 
repository to the Web-to-Go application itself. The virtual 
path eliminates the need to refer to the application’s entire 
directory structure. It indicates that all of the 
subdirectories and all of the files that are in the virtual 
path will be uploaded exactly as they are in the directory 
structure to the Mobile Server Repository when the 
application is published. It also provides the application 
with a unique identity.

Application Root Directory:

As Figure 5–3 shows, the name /Sample3 indicates the 
virtual path of the application. The name that you enter as 
the virtual path of the application becomes the application 
root directory within the Mobile Server Repository when 
the application is published. Consequently, you can 
specify the application root directory by the name that you 
enter in the virtual path field. This name can be different 
from the application name, but it should not contain 
spaces. For example, your application name can be Sales 
Office and your virtual path /Admin. In this case, 
/Admin becomes the name of the application root 
directory within the Mobile Server Repository. The 
application root directory is the location where the actual 
application files are stored within the Mobile Server 
Repository.

When the administrator publishes the application, the 
Packaging Wizard uses automatically the name that you 
entered in the virtual path as the name of the application 
root directory in the Mobile Server Repository. However, 
the administrator can change the name of the application 
root directory in the Mobile Server Repository by entering 
a different name for it when the administrator publishes 
the application.

Yes

Description A brief description of the Web-to-Go application. Yes
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Application 
Classpath

The application classpath specifies where the classes 
(servlets, beans) for the application are located. The 
default application classpath is always the application root 
directory. Add other directories or jar and zip files to the 
application classpath to specify additional locations that 
Web-to-Go can search for application classes.

Entries must be separated by by semicolons (;)

In addition, Web-to-Go automatically appends the 
following to the application classpath:

1) application root directory

2) classpath as specified in the Application Panel in the 
Packaging Wizard

3) classes located under WEB-INF/classes

4) all jar and zip files located in the directory WEB-INF/lib

5) classes located under /shared/WEB-INF/classes

6) all jar and zip files located in the directory 
/shared/WEB-INF/lib

7) SYSTEM classpath

No

Default Page The server location of the Web page that functions as the 
Web-to-Go application’s entry point. This is a relative path 
to the Repository Directory. For example, if the server 
directory is /apps and the default page is index.htm, then 
Default Page is /apps/index.htm. The default page can be 
a servlet. A generic page is issued if the user does not 
specify a default page.

Yes

Local Application 
Directory

The directory on the local machine that contains all of the 
components for this application. You can type this location 
or select it by clicking the Browse button. 

During development, the application root directory is set 
to the local application directory.

Note: See Section 5.3.4.1, "Locating Platform Files in the 
Local Application Directory" after this table for more 
information about locating your platform application files 
when you have multiple versions of the same application 
for different platforms.

Yes

Icon The GIF image the Web-to-Go application uses as its icon 
in the Web-to-Go workspace. Users may enter the icon 
name in the adjacent field or select an icon file using the 
Browse button.

No

Field Description Required
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5.3.4.1 Locating Platform Files in the Local Application Directory
You can have multiple versions by platform of the same application published and 
managed in the Mobile Server Repository. Multiple implementations by platform 
(for example, Web-to-Go, Palm, WinCE, and Windows 32) of the same application 
(for example, Sales Force Automation) can exist, each of them accessing the same 
application tables in the Oracle database server. 

For example, a C++ application developed for Compaq iPAQ can be recompiled to 
run on a Palm device without changing the application code. In this case, two 
application versions of the same application exist, each of them using the same 
database tables. 

The Local Application Directory is the directory on the Windows development 
system where the different application versions are stored. Application files for each 
platform must be stored in a subdirectory that is dedicated to that platform, which 
must have a distinct name according to the platform, under the Local Application 
Directory. The Packaging Wizard recursively reads the application files under this 
application (root) directory. 

For all platforms other than Web-to-Go for which you have applications, or 
application versions of the same application, the subdirectory for each platform 
must be named exactly as shown in Table 5–1, which lists the required subdirectory 
names and the corresponding platforms. 

Example:
On your local machine, a  Local Application Directory called 'Applications' stores 
the different application versions by platform, which is illustrated as follows:

C:\Applications

Table 5–1 List of Required Subdirectory Names According to the Platform

Platform Required Subdirectory Name for Application Files

Windows 32 WIN32

WinCE SH3 WCE_SH3

WinCE SH4 WCE_SH4

WinCE MIPS WCE_MIPS

WinCE StrongArm WCE_ARM

EPOC EPOC

Palm PALM
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The Java application files for the Web-to-Go platform must be stored in a distinct 
subdirectory, which you may name as WEB_TO_GO or some other name of your 
choice, under the Applications directory, which is illustrated as follows:

C:\Applications\WEB_TO_GO

The C++ application files for the Palm platform must be stored in the \PALM 
subdirectory under the Applications directory, which is illustrated as follows:

C:\Applications\PALM

The C++ application files for iPAQ must be stored in the \WCE_ARM subdirectory 
under the Applications directory, which is illustrated as follows:

C:\Applications\WCE_SH4

The Local Application Directory is C:\Applications but it has three 
subdirectories, each of which contains the version of the application files for a 
particular platform:

C:\Applications            // Local Application Directory
C:\Applications\WEB_TO_GO  // Application subdirectory for the Web-to-Go version
C:\Applications\PALM       // Application subdirectory for the Palm version
C:\Applications\WCE_SH4   // Application subdirectory for the CE/StrongArm 
                                version
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Figure 5–3 Application Panel

5.3.5 Listing Application Files
Use the Files panel to list your application files and to specify where they are 
located on the local machine. The Packaging Wizard analyzes the contents of the 
Local Application Directory and displays each file’s local path. The panel contains 
the following field: 

If you select an application for a platform other than Web-to-Go, see the appropriate 
developer’s guide for that platform for instructions regarding the placement of the 
applications files.

Field Description Required

Local Path The absolute path of each Web-to-Go application file. Each 
entry on the list includes the complete path of the 
individual file or directory.

X
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Figure 5–4 Files Panel

You can add, remove, load, or compile any of the files listed in the Files panel. If 
you are creating a new application, the Packaging Wizard automatically analyzes 
and loads all files listed under the local directory when you proceed to the Files 
panel. If you are editing an existing application, then you can use the Load button 
to load the individual application files. 

5.3.5.1 Compile JSP
If you click the Compile JSP button, the Packaging Wizard will compile all the JSP 
files that are listed in the Files panel.

The Compile JSP button allows you to compile your JSP files for deployment. If you 
click the Compile JSP button, the following Compile JSP dialog box appears with 
detailed compilation information. If there are any errors, you should correct the JSP 
files before proceeding.
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Figure 5–5 The Compile JSP Dialog Box

5.3.5.2 Sorting
You can sort the files by their extensions or by the directory in which they are 
located. To sort files, click the By Extension or By Directory radio buttons. 

5.3.5.3 Filters
When you click the Load button, the Input dialog box appears. You can use the 
Input dialog box to create a comma-separated list of filters that either include or 
exclude application files from the upload process. To exclude a file, type a preceding 
minus sign (-) before the file name. For example, to load all files but exclude files 
with the .bak and .java suffixes, type the following:

*,-*.bak,-*.java
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5.3.6 Adding Servlets
The Packaging Wizard can analyze servlets in the File tab and define them on the 
Mobile Server. You can view your application’s servlets in the Servlets panel. The 
panel includes the following fields: 

Field Description Required

Servlet Name The servlet’s name. For example: DeleteDetail. You 
will then refer the servlet as

 application_virtualpath/servlet name

X

Servlet Class The fully qualified class of the servlets to be added. X
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Figure 5–6 Servlets Panel

You can add, remove, or load any servlets listed in the Servlets panel. If you are 
creating a new application, the Packaging Wizard automatically lists all Servlets 
based on the files listed in the Files tab. If you are editing an existing application, 
then you can use the Load button to load individual servlets.

5.3.7 Entering Database Information
Use the Database panel to specify how the Web-to-Go application user connects to 
the replication master groups on the Oracle server. The panel includes the following 
fields and check boxes: 

Field Description Required

Database User 
Name

The login name for the Web-to-Go application’s Oracle 
database account. All Web-to-Go application users access 
the same account. The application must have the 
repadmin privilege. The default database user name is 
"master".

X

Number of 
Connections

The number of concurrent connections the Web-to-Go 
application can have to the Oracle server.

X
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Figure 5–7 Database Panel

5.3.8 Defining Application Roles
Use the Roles panel to define the Web-to-Go application’s roles. Developers create 
roles in the application’s code and the Packaging Wizard redeclares them for the 
Oracle8 database. After you publish the application to the Mobile Server, you can 
assign roles to users and groups by using the Mobile Server Control Center. The 
panel includes the following field:

Share Connections When checked, multiple servlets can share the same 
database connection. Sharing connections among multiple 
servlets enables servlets to avoid exceeding Oracle’s 
maximum number of available concurrent connections. 
However, when one servlet performs a commit, it 
automatically affects any others that share its connection.

Client side

Database DSN 
Name

The name of the database that you want to create on the 
client side. For example, a native Windows 32 application 
will access the client database with this name. This is not 
needed for Web-to-Go applications.

Field Description Required
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Figure 5–8 Roles Panel

All Web-to-Go applications contain a default role. You can add or remove roles from 
the Roles panel by clicking the New or Delete button.

5.3.9 Defining Snapshots For Replication
Use the Snapshots panel to create replication snapshots for your application. A 
snapshot must have the same name as the database object (table or view), and it 
must be unique across all applications. Be sure to use unique names when creating 
database objects. The Packaging Wizard allows you to create snapshots for a 
number of platforms. For Web-to-Go, use the Windows 32 platform.

Field Description Required

Roles Assigns roles to the Web-to-Go application.
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The Snapshots panel includes the following fields:

Note: Once you have specified a database connection it is used for 
the remainder of your Packaging Wizard session. If you need to 
switch between an Oracle8i and Oracle Lite database but have 
already established a connection you must quit the Packaging 
Wizard application completely and run wtgpack.exe again.

Field Description Required

Name The name(s) of the snapshot(s) associated with 
the Web-to-Go application. It must be the same 
name as the underlining database object.

X

Template Lists available snapshot templates. The template 
is a SQL statement that is used to create the 
snapshot. The template may contain variables. 
After you publish the template to the Mobile 
Server, you can specify user-specific template 
variables using the Mobile Server Control Center. 
However, you cannot modify snapshots in the 
Mobile Server Control Center.

X

Platform The platform for the snapshot. Use Win32 for 
Web-to-Go. Users can create snapshots for 
different platforms. When users synchronize data 
from the client, they get only the snapshots 
appropriate to the platform running the client 
application. 

Weight This is the order of tables to be replicated. For 
tables with a master-detail relationship, the 
master table needs to be replicated first and 
therefore should have a lower weight.
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Figure 5–9 Snapshots Panel

Platforms A drop-down list of the platforms of the current 
snapshots. The drop-down list may include all of 
the following platforms:

■ Win32

■ Palm

■ EPOC 

■ Windows CE

■ All Platforms

Selecting a platform from the drop-down list 
displays only the snapshots for that platform in 
the Snapshots panel. For example, selecting 
Win32 from the All Platforms drop-down list 
displays only Win32-based snapshots. Selecting 
the All Platforms option from the drop-down 
displays all snapshots by the platforms currently 
in use. The drop-down list displays additional 
platforms as users add new snapshots. 

Field Description Required
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You can add or remove snapshots from the Snapshots panel by clicking the New or 
Delete button. You can also import or edit snapshots by clicking the Import or Edit 
button.

5.3.9.1 Creating New Snapshots
To create new snapshots, click the New button. The New Snapshots dialog box 
appears. As Figure 5–10 illustrates, if you click the Server tab, the Server panel 
appears, which contains fields for snapshot name, weight, owner, and SQL, as well 
as a check box for generating SQL.

Figure 5–10 New Snapshots - Server Panel

Create a new snapshot by entering the appropriate information. The name that you 
enter in the Name field reflects the underlining database table name.

Note: You can import multiple snapshots from the Snapshots 
panel or import one when you create a new table from the New 
Table Dialog box. 
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For a description of Weight, see Section 5.3.9, "Defining Snapshots For Replication".

If you enable Generate SQL, you should provide a CreateTable SQL statement to 
construct the database table. Enter the SQL statement in the SQL field. At the end of 
the defining phase, you will have the option to generate a SQL file.

Use the Win32 tab for the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go.

If you click the Win32 tab, the following panel appears:

Figure 5–11 New Snapshots - Client Panel

Create a new snapshot on the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go by modifying the 
following features in the New Snapshots dialog box:

Feature Description

Updateable When selected, this check box creates an updateable 
snapshot of the named table.
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5.3.9.2 Importing Snapshots
To import snapshots from an Oracle8 or Oracle8i database or from an Oracle Lite 
database, click the Import button. The database connection window appears if you 
have not specified a connection. 

Enter the user name, password, and database URL for the Oracle8, Oracle8i, or 
Oracle Lite database from which you are importing your snapshot(s). The Tables 
window appears.

Template Displays the snapshot template for the named table. 
You can modify the snapshot template. Administrators 
can instantiate variables for different users to this 
template using the Mobile Server Control Center. See 
"Defining Snapshots For Replication" for more 
information about template variables.

Note: Use the following format when entering the database URL 
for an Oracle8 database: jdbc:oracle:oci8:@webtogo.world. For 
Oracle Lite, use jdbc:polite:webtogo.

Feature Description
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Select the schema from which you want to import your table(s), and then select the 
table(s). Click Add and then click Close. The table appears in the Snapshots panel of 
the Packaging Wizard.

5.3.9.3 Editing Snapshots
To edit a snapshot, select the snapshot from the Snapshots panel and click Edit. The 
Edit Snapshots dialog box appears.
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Figure 5–12 Edit Snapshots Dialog Box (Client)

Edit the snapshot by modifying the following features of the Edit Table window:

5.3.10 Defining Sequences For Replication 
Use the Sequences panel to define offline sequence support for the Web-to-Go 
application. Web-to-Go uses sequences to assign unique primary key values to an 

Feature Description

Create on Client When selected, the check box allows you to edit the 
snapshot on the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go. 

Updateable When selected, this check box creates an updateable 
snapshot of the named table.

Template Displays the snapshot template for the named table. 
You can modify the snapshot template. Administrators 
can instantiate variables for different users to this 
template using the Mobile Server Control Center.
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application before it disconnects and is in offline mode. These unique primary key 
values are used for replication when the client goes back online. Sequences are 
important because they eliminate replication conflicts by preventing duplicate 
primary key values across disconnected applications. All sequences must have a 
unique name. You can accomplish this by modifying your sequence names by 
preceding them with your application name. For more information on sequences, 
see "Using Sequence Support for Disconnected Clients" in this chapter.

The Sequences panel includes the following fields: 

Field Description Required

Name The name of the sequence used by the Web-to-Go 
application in disconnected mode.

X

Type The type of sequence used by the Web-to-Go 
application in disconnected mode. There are two types 
of sequences, Window and Leapfrog.

Window. The window sequence assigns a unique range 
of values to each client. Window sequences are unique 
to each client and never overlap with those of other 
clients. When a client uses all the values in its sequence 
range, Web-to-Go recreates the sequence with a new, 
unique range of values the next time the client goes 
offline.

Leapfrog. The leapfrog sequence assigns a unique 
series of incremental values to each client. Every 
sequence contains a different start value for each client 
and each sequence increment is set to a larger value 
than the maximum number of clients.

X

Start Value The sequence’s start value on the Mobile Client for 
Web-to-Go. The sequence begins at this number and 
then increments according to the increment number 
you define.

X

Increment The number by which the sequence increments on the 
Mobile Client for Web-to-Go, beginning at its start 
value.

X

Window Size Defines the range of numbers in a window sequence. 
This information is not used by the Leapfrog sequence.

window only

Threshold Defines the minimum range of required numbers in a 
window sequence. Web-to-Go creates a new sequence 
when the existing one reaches this range and when the 
client goes offline. This information is not used by the 
leapfrog sequence.

window only
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Figure 5–13 The Sequences Panel

You can add or remove sequences from the Sequences panel by clicking the Add or 
Remove button. 

Server Start The sequence’s start value on the Oracle8 database. The 
sequence begins at this number and then increments 
according to the increment number you define. This 
number must be different from the sequence’s start 
value on the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go.

Server Increment The number by which the sequence increments on the 
Oracle8 database, beginning at its start value.

Server Minimum The minimum start value for an ascending sequence on 
the Oracle8 database. For example, an ascending 
sequence could start at 1 and continue on in ascending 
order.

Server Maximum The maximum start value for a descending sequence on 
the Oracle8 database. For example, a descending 
sequence could start at -1 and continue in descending 
order.

Field Description Required
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5.3.10.1 Importing Sequences
To import sequences from an Oracle8 database, click the Import button. The 
Sequences window appears.

Select the sequence you want to import, click Add, and then click Close. 

To edit a sequence, select the sequence from the Sequences panel and click Edit. The 
Edit Sequences window appears.

Edit the sequence by modifying the following features of the Edit Sequences 
window:
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Feature Description

Name The name of the sequence.

Create on Server When selected, this check box enables the options for 
creating a sequence on the Oracle8 database. 
Information entered by the user is used to generate a 
SQL script to create the sequence on the Oracle server.

Start Value The start value of the sequence on the Oracle8 
database.

Increment The increment of the sequence on the Oracle8 database, 
beginning with its start value.

Minimum The minimum start value for an ascending sequence on 
the Oracle8 database. For example, an ascending 
sequence could start at 1 and continue in ascending 
order.

Maximum The maximum start value for a descending sequence on 
the Oracle8 database. For example, a descending 
sequence could start at -1 and continue in descending 
order.

Create on Client When selected, this check box enables the options for 
creating a sequence on the Mobile Client for 
Web-to-Go.

Type Defines the type of sequence on the Mobile Client for 
Web-to-Go . Options include the window and leapfrog 
sequences.

Start Value The sequence start value on the Mobile Client for 
Web-to-Go.

Increment The increment of the sequence on the Mobile Client for 
Web-to-Go, beginning with its start value.

Window Size The range of numbers that constitute a window 
sequence on the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go. This 
information is not used by the leapfrog sequence.

Threshold The minimum range of required numbers in a window 
sequence. Web-to-Go creates a new sequence when the 
existing one reaches this range and when the client 
goes offline. This information is not used by the 
leapfrog sequence.
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5.3.11 Defining Application DDLs 
Use the DDLs panel to define any DDL (Data Definition Language) statements that 
the Web-to-Go application can execute the first time it goes offline. All DDL 
statements must have a unique name. One way to accomplish this is to modify your 
DDL names by preceding them with your application name. After you publish the 
application to the Mobile Server, you can create additional DDL statements by 
using the Mobile Server Control Center. The panel includes the following fields: 

Figure 5–14 The DDLs Panel

You can add or remove DDLs from the DDLs panel by clicking the Add or Remove 
button. When you click the ADD button, the New DDL dialog box appears.

Field Description Required

Name The DDL name.

DDL Statement Defines DDL statements with the Web-to-Go application. 
These DDL statements will be executed when the 
Web-to-Go application runs on the client.
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5.3.11.1 Importing Views and Indexes Definitions
To import views and indexes definitions from an Oracle8 or Oracle8i database, click 
the Import button. The import DDLs window appears. 

Field Description Required

Name The DDL name. X

SQL Defines the DDL statements. These SQL statements will be 
executed when the Web-to-Go application runs on the 
client.

X
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To import an index definition, click the Indexes tab and then click the schema from 
which you want to import an index. Select the index you want to import, click Add, 
and then click Close.

To import a view definition, click the Views tab and then click the schema from 
which you want to import a view. Select the view you want to import, click Add, 
and then click Close.

5.3.12 Defining Name/Value Pairs in the Registry
Use the Registry panel to define name/value pairs for the Web-to-Go application. 
The registry contains unique Web-to-Go name/value pairs. All names must be 
unique. One way to accomplish this is to modify names by preceding them with 
your application name. The panel includes the following fields: 

Field Description Required

Name The name. X

Value The name’s corresponding value. X
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Figure 5–15 The Registry Panel

You can add or remove name/value pairs from the Registry panel by clicking the 
New or Delete button.

5.3.13 Completing the Application
When you complete all of the Packaging Wizard panels, the Application Definition 
Completed window appears with the following options:

■ Create Files

■ Publish the current application

■ Restart Wizard

5.3.13.1 The XML File
The Packaging Wizard automatically outputs all of your application information to 
an XML file. The Packaging Wizard retains the XML file on the local machine and 
provides you with the option of publishing it to the Mobile Server, among others. 
You can only publish the XML file to the Mobile Server when the server is running. 
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Packaging Wizard always retains the Web-to-Go application’s XML file on the local 
machine.

5.3.13.2 Creating Files
The Create Files option allows you to either package your application components 
in a .jar file or generate SQL scripts that create database objects. To package your 
application components in a .jar file, click Create Files, and then click "Package 
applications in a JAR file". You can specify the location for the .jar file. To generate 
SQL scripts, click Create Files, and then click "Generate SQL scripts for database 
objects". The generated script will be placed in a SQL subdirectory under the 
application’s local root directory. The SQL scripts, which make use of the 
information you supplied about the server-side table, sequences, and DDLs, can be 
executed on the database to create these database objects.

5.3.13.3 Publishing the Application
The Publish Current Application option enables you to publish the application that 
you created and defined in the Packaging Wizard. To publish the Web-to-Go 
application, click the Publish Current Application button and then click OK. The 
Publish Application window appears.
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Figure 5–16 The Publish the Application Dialog Box

Enter the required information in the specified fields of the Publish the Application 
dialog box.

5.3.13.4  Restarting the Packaging Wizard
The Restart Wizard option enables you to restart the Packaging Wizard. Using this 
option returns you to the Welcome panel of the Packaging Wizard. To restart the 
Packaging Wizard, click Restart Wizard and then click OK.

Field Value

Mobile Server URL http://server

Mobile Server Username Administrator

Mobile Server Password admin

Repository Directory /todo

Public Do not select the Public check box.

Note: You must have the publish privilege to publish applications 
to the Mobile Server. The Mobile Server administrator assigns 
privileges using the Mobile Server Control Center.
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5.3.14 Editing Applications
You can edit applications by launching the Packaging Wizard and selecting "Edit an 
existing application." Although you can manually create or edit applications by 
writing or modifying an XML document that conforms to Web-to-Go’s DTD file, for 
best results, you should use the Packaging Wizard to create or modify applications.
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Web-to-Go Sample Applications

This appendix contains Web-to-Go sample applications. Topics include:

■ Section A.1, "Introduction"

■ Section A.2, "Sample 1 - Hello World"

■ Section A.3, "Sample 3 - Recording Tracker"

■ Section A.4, "Sample 4 - Hello Applet"

■ Section A.5, "Sample 6 - Image Gallery"

■ Section A.6, "Sample 7 - Employee Data Applet"

A.1 Introduction
Web-to-Go contains five sample programs that are installed with the Mobile 
Development Kit for Web-to-Go or the Mobile Server.

A.1.1 The Mobile Server
You can install the demos by running the batch file instdemo.bat. This batch file is 
located in:

Oracle_Home\Mobile\Server\samples

The command syntax is as follows:

instdemo.bat [SYSTEM_password] [repository_owner] [repository_password]
 

For example:

instdemo manager mobileadmin manager
tions A-1



Sample 1 - Hello World
A.1.2 The Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go
You can install the demos by running the batch file sdkdemos.bat. This batch file is 
located in:

Oracle_Home\Mobile\sdk\wtgsdk\src\sdkdemos.bat

A.1.3 Accessing Sample Programs from the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go
In the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go, you can access the sample programs 
by accessing the following URL from your browser:

http://server:7070/

The browser displays the icons for the different sample programs. To launch a 
sample program, click the icon for the program.

A.1.4 Accessing Sample Programs from the Mobile Server 
When you install the Web-to-Go demos, the Mobile Server automatically creates the 
following sample users:

The sample users can access the sample programs by logging on to the Mobile 
Server and clicking any of the sample application icons in the workspace.

A.2 Sample 1 - Hello World
Sample 1, Hello World is a servlet that returns a simple HTML page to the browser. 
It demonstrates the basic methods of HttpServlet and demonstrates the 
difference between the POST and GET methods.

A.2.1 Source Code Location
The source code location varies depending on whether you installed the Mobile 
Server or the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go.

User Password

john john

jack jack

jane jane
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For the Mobile Server, the location is:    

Oracle_home\Mobile\Server\samples\sample1\src

For the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go, the location is:

Oracle_home\Mobile\Sdk\wtgsdk\src\sample1\servlets

Oracle_home\Mobile\Sdk\wtgsdk\root\sample1\servlets

A.2.2 Application Files
 Sample 1 contains the following application files:

A.3 Sample 3 - Recording Tracker
Sample 3, the Recording Tracker demonstrates how servlets can be used to maintain 
a database with recording information. The program allows users to search the 
database and enter recordings and tracks for a recording. Although the recordings 
are stored in the RECORDINGS table, users only see their own data when they 
access this table. 

A.3.1 Using Sample 3
When a user goes offline, Web-to-Go automatically creates snapshots on the local 
client to hold a copy of the data. You can control which rows are replicated to the 
snapshot by adding a subquery to the snapshot definition. This enables Web-to-Go 
to synchronize specific rows for the user to the local client. In Sample 3, both John 
and Jack have access to the same data. Jane can only see her own data and no other 
user has access to it. For more information on setting up a snapshot subquery, see 
Oracle9i Lite Administration Guide. 

A.3.2 Sample 3 Database Tables
Sample 3 contains the following database tables:

■ RECORDINGS

■ RECORDING TYPES

■ TRACKS

File Description

HelloWorld.java The source code for the HelloWorld servlet.
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 The database tables are displayed in the following entity-relationship diagram:

A.3.3 Sample 3 Servlets
Sample 3 contains six different Java servlets. These servlets demonstrate two ways 
of generating HTML. The DisplayRecord servlet uses the oracle.html package 
to generate the entire HTML file. The DisplayMasterDetail, 
ListSearchResults, and SimpleList servlets generate HTML using the base 
class oracle.lite.web.html.TemplateParser and a static HTML template. 
In both cases, data is displayed in HTML using the DBTable class. Data changes 
are processed by the generic servlet ProcessForm which is part of the 
oracle.lite.web.html package. DeleteDetail and DeleteMasterDetail 
extend the class oracle.lite.web.html.DeleteRecords. These servlets execute a request 
and then redirect the browser to another URL.

A.3.4 Sample 3 Resource Bundle
The Recording Tracker program also illustrates the use of the 
ListResourceBundle class to manage resources for locale-specific strings. By 
isolating all text strings in a resource bundle, you can write programs that can easily 
be translated in other languages, or modified to add support for more languages. 
See SampleResources.java for more detailed information.

A.3.5 Source Code Location
The source code location varies depending on whether you installed the Mobile 
Server or the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go:

Installation Type Source Code Location

Mobile Server Oracle_Home\Mobile\Server\samples\sample3\src
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A.3.6 Application Files
 Sample 3 contains the following application files:

Mobile Development 
Kit for Web-to-Go

Oracle_Home\Mobile\Sdk\wtgsdk\src\sample3\

Oracle_
Home\Mobile\Sdk\wtgsdk\root\sample3\servlets

File Description

EnterSearchCriteria.html The Static HTML file.

sample3.gif The Sample 3 icon that appears in the Web-to-Go 
workspace.

sample3.html The start page for the application.

sample3.sql The SQL Script that installs the sample3 database objects.

table.sql The SQL script that creates the sample3 database tables.

insert.sql The SQL script that populates the sample3 database tables 
with data.

drop.sql The SQL script that drops the sample3 database tables.

SampeProgram3.java The source code that contains static definitions for the 
Sample 3 application.

SampleResources.java The source code for the String Resources used by the 
servlets.

DisplayMasterDetail.java The source code for the DisplayMasterDetail servlet.

DisplayRecord.java The source code for the DisplayRecord servlet.

SimpleList.java The source code for the SimpleList servlet.

ListSearchResults.java The source code for the ListSearchResults servlet.

DeleteDetail.java The source code for the DeleteDetail servlet.

DeleteMasterDetail.java The source code for the DeleteMasterDetail servlet.

DisplayMasterDetail.html The HTML template, used by the 
DisplayMasterDetail Servlet.

ListSearchResults.html The HTML template, used by the ListSearchResults 
Servlet.

Installation Type Source Code Location
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A.4 Sample 4 - Hello Applet
Sample 4, the Hello Applet illustrates how applets and servlets can communicate 
with each other. A Java applet calls a servlet running on the Mobile Server. The 
servlet responds by sending a string to the applet, which the applet then displays.

A.4.1 Sample 4 Servlets
Sample 4 contains two servlets. The AppServlet servlet generates HTML that 
instructs the browser to launch the applet. This HTML includes applet parameters 
that contain the Mobile Server session information. The HelloServlet is called by 
the applet as part of the applet/servlet communication.

A.4.2 Source Code Location
The source code location varies depending on whether you installed the Mobile 
Server or the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go:

A.4.3 Application Files
 Sample 4 contains the following application files:

SimpleList.html The HTML template, used by the SimpleList Servlet.

Installation Type Source Code Location

Mobile Server Oracle_Home\Mobile\Server\samples\sample4\src

Mobile Development Kit for 
Web-to-Go

Oracle_Home\Mobile\Sdk\wtgsdk\src\sample4\

Oracle_Home\Mobile\Sdk\wtgsdk\root\sample4\

File Description

Sample4.gif The Sample 4 icon that appears in the workspace.

Sample4.html The start page for the application.

HelloApplet.java The Java source code for the applet

AppServlet.java The Java source code for the AppServlet servlet.

HelloServlet.java The Java source code for the HelloServlet servlet.

File Description
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A.5 Sample 6 - Image Gallery
Sample 6, the Image Gallery demonstrates how to store binary data in the database 
without using the LONG datatype. When the sample program uploads images to 
the Mobile Server, it separates them into 255 byte chunks. As a result, you can store 
the images in a RAW datatype column.

A.5.1 Source Code Location
The source code location varies depending on whether you installed the Mobile 
Server or the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go:

A.5.2 Application Files
 Sample 6 contains the following application files:

Installation Type Source Code Location

Mobile Server Oracle_Home\Mobile\Server\samples\sample6\src

Mobile Development Kit for 
Web-to-Go

Oracle_Home\Mobile\Sdk\wtgsdk\src\sample6\

Oracle_Home\Mobile\Sdk\wtgsdk\root\sample6\

File Description

sample6.gif Icon for the application, used in the Web-to-Go workspace.

loadImage.html HTML form to upload an image.

DeleteImage.java Source code for the DeleteImage servlet.

GetImage.java Source code for the GetImage servlet.

Upload.java Source code for the Upload servlet.

ImageList.java Source code for the ImageList servlet.

ViewImage.java Source code for the ViewImage servlet.

RawImage.java The Source code for the RawImage servlet.

ImageList.html The HTML Template used by the ImageList servlet.

ViewImage.html The HTML Template used by the ViewList servlet.
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A.6 Sample 7 - Employee Data Applet
Sample 7, the Employee Data Applet,  demonstrates how to use JDBC in an applet. 
The applet connects to the database using the 
oracle.lite.web.applet.AppletProxy class. This class automatically returns 
a database connection to the appropriate database depending on the user’s 
connection mode. In online mode, the 
oracle.lite.web.applet.AppletProxy class returns a connection to Oracle8 
or Oracle8i. In offline mode, or when using the Mobile Development Kit for 
Web-to-Go, the class returns a connection to Oracle Lite.

A.6.1 Source Code Location
The source code location varies depending on whether you installed the Mobile 
Server or the Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go:

A.6.2 Application Files
 Sample 7 contains the following application files:

sample6.sql The SQL script that installs the sample6 database objects.

table.sql The SQL script that creates the sample6 database tables.

drop.sql The SQL script that drops the sample6 database tables.

Installation Type Source Code Location

Mobile Server Oracle_Home\Mobile\Server\samples\sample7\src

Mobile Development Kit for 
Web-to-Go

Oracle_Home\Mobile\Sdk\wtgsdk\src\sample7\src

Oracle_Home\Mobile\Sdk\wtgsdk\root\sample7\

File Description

sample7.gif The application icon that appears in the workspace.

sample7.ahtml The application start page.

File Description
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AppApplet.java The Java source code for the applet.

ErrorDialog.java The Java source code for error dialog.

sample7.sql The SQL Script to install the sample7 database objects.

table.sql The SQL script that creates the sample7 database tables.

insert.sql The SQL script that populates the sample7 database tables 
with data.

drop.sql The SQL script that drops any old tables.

File Description
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Web-to-Go Java Packages

This appendix contains Web-to-Go sample Java Packages. Topics include:

■ Using the oracle.html Package

■ Using the oracle.lite.web.html Package

B.1 Using the oracle.html Package
To generate HTML in your ava code, use the classes in the oracle.html package. 
These classes enable you to generate HTML strings and write those strings to the 
output stream.

B.1.1 Creating an HtmlPage Object
To generate HTML using classes in the oracle.html package, create an HtmlPage 
object containing the HEAD and BODY sections of your HTML page. You can 
specify the <TITLE> of your page in the HtmlPage constructor, or you can specify it 
later when you create the HtmlHead object.

HtmlPage htmlpage = new HtmlPage();

B.1.2 Adding Tags to the <HEAD> Area
To add tags to the <HEAD> area, you must have an HtmlHead object. To obtain an 
HtmlHead object, perform one of the following:

■ Create the HtmlHead object:

HtmlHead htmlhead = new HtmlHead();
htmlhead.setBase("http://www.newbase.com");

■ Get the object from the HtmlPage object:
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htmlpage.getHead().setBase("http://www.newbase.com");

B.1.3 Adding Content to the <BODY> Tag
To add content to the <BODY> tag, you must have the HtmlBody object for the 
page. To obtain an HtmlBody object, perform one of the following:

■ Create the HtmlBody object:

HtmlBody htmlbody = new HtmlBody();

■ Get the object from the HtmlPage object:

htmlbody = htmlpage.getBody();

B.1.4 Adding Tags to the <BODY> Section of the HTML Page
Add tags to the <BODY> section of the HTML page using classes in the oracle.html 
package. For example, the following line adds a heading to the page:

htmlbody.Heading(1, "The first heading");

See "Mapping HTML Elements to Java Classes" for a list of HTML items and their 
corresponding Java classes.

B.1.5 Examples of Generating HTML Using Classes
This section contains examples of generating HTML using classes.

B.1.5.1 Simple Unformatted Text
import oracle.html.*;
import java.io.*;
import javax.servlet.*;
import javax.servlet.http.*;

public class HelloWorld extends HttpServlet {

  public void doGet(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse res)
    throws ServletException, IOException
  {
   // Set the content type for the response
    res.setContentType("text/html");
    // get the output stream
    ServletOutputStream out = res.getOutputStream();
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    // Create an HtmlPage object
    HtmlPage hp = new HtmlPage("Hello World");

    // Add a string object ("Hello World!") to the page
    hp.getBody().addItem("Hello World!");

    // Print header info to output stream
    hp.print(out);
  }
}

This program generates the following HTML:

Content-type:  text/html

<HTML>

<HEAD>

<TITLE>Hello World</TITLE>

</HEAD>

<BODY>

Hello World!</BODY>

</HTML>

The first line is the HTTP Response headers of the document that is returned to the 
user-agent (usually a browser).

The content of this HTML document is the simple string: "Hello World!"

B.1.5.2 Headings and Text Attributes
Most markup support is defined in the Item abstract class. The Item abstract class 
defines methods such as setItal(), which sets the <I> attribute for the target 
object, and setEmphasis(), which sets the <EM> attribute for the target object. 
The following example uses various methods from the Item class:

import oracle.html.*;
import java.io.*;
import javax.servlet.*;
import javax.servlet.http.*;

public class HelloWorld extends HttpServlet {
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  public void doGet(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse res)
    throws ServletException, IOException
  {
    // Set the content type for the response
    res.setContentType("text/html");

    // get the output stream
    ServletOutputStream out = res.getOutputStream();

    // Create an HtmlPage object
    HtmlPage hp = new HtmlPage();

    // Get default HtmlBody object from HtmlPage object
    HtmlBody bd = hp.getBody();

    // Add a <H1> to the page
    bd.addItem(new SimpleItem("Welcome! Java programmers!").setHeading(1));

    // Print the text string "Hello World!" in different Heading formats
    for (int i=2; i<5; i++) {
      bd.addItem(new SimpleItem("Hello World!").setHeading(i));
    }

    // Print the string "Java is cool!" in bold
    bd.addItem(new SimpleItem("Java is cool!").setBold());
    bd.addItem(SimpleItem.LineBreak);

    // Print out the contents of this page
    hp.print(out);

  }
}

The following output is generated:

Content-type:  text/html

<HTML>

<HEAD>

</HEAD>

<BODY>
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<H1>Welcome! Java programmers!</H1>

<H2>Hello World!</H2>

<H3>Hello World!</H3>

<H4>Hello World!</H4>

<B>Java is cool!</B><BR>

</BODY>

</HTML>

B.1.5.3 Forms
The following code fragment generates HTML form code:

// Create a Form object
Form form = new Form("GET", "http://www.myhome.com/wrb/doit");

// Create a TextField object and add it to the form
form.addItem(new TextField("Name"));

// Create a Submit object and adds to form
form.addItem(new Submit("foo", "Submit!"));

// Add the form object to a HtmlBody object
body.addItem(form);

The following output is generated:

<FORM METHOD="GET" ACTION="http://www.myhome.com/wrb/doit">

<INPUT TYPE=TEXT NAME="Name">

<INPUT TYPE=SUBMIT NAME="foo" VALUE="Submit!">

</FORM>

B.1.5.4 Lists
The following code fragment generates an ordered list:

OrderedList orderedlist = new OrderedList(); // Create an OrderedList Object

// Add new items to the list
orderedlist.addItem(new SimpleItem("Item 1"));
orderedlist.addItem(new SimpleItem("Item 2"));
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// Add the list object to the body
body.addItem(orderedlist);

The following output is generated:

<OL>

<LI>Item 1

<LI>Item 2

</OL>

B.1.5.5 Tables
The following code fragment generates a table:

DynamicTable tab = new DynamicTable(2); // create a two-column table

// create the rows and add them to the table; assume NUM_ROWS is an integer
TableRow rows[] = new TableRow[NUM_ROWS];
int cellcount=0;
for (int i=0; i< NUM_ROWS; i++) {

 // allocate TableRow
 rows[i] = new TableRow();

 // populate cells with data
 rows[i].

 addCell(new TableDataCell(Integer.toString(++cellcount))).
 addCell(new TableDataCell("foo"));

 // add the rows to the table
 tab.addRow(rows[i]);

}
// add the table to the body
body.addItem(tab);

The following output is generated:

<TABLE BORDER=1 FRAME=LHS RULES=ALL>

<TR><TD>1</TD><TD>fooga</TD>

<TR><TD>2</TD><TD>fooga</TD>

<TR><TD>3</TD><TD>fooga</TD>

</TABLE>
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B.1.6 Mapping HTML Elements to Java Classes
The following tables show how HTML elements are mapped to Java classes in the 
oracle.html package:

B.1.6.1 HEAD Elements
The following table displays the mapping of head elements to Java classes:

B.1.6.2 Body Elements
The following table displays the mapping of body elements to Java classes:

HTML Java Class

<HEAD> HtmlHead

<TITLE> HtmlHead or HtmlPage 

<STYLE> Style

<SCRIPT> Script

<ISINDEX>

<BASE>

<META> MetaInfo

<LINK> HeadLink

HTML Java Class

<BODY> HtmlBody

<H1> to <H6> Heading

<ADDRESS> Address 

<P> Paragraph or SimpleItem 

<A href> Link

<A name> Anchor

<IMG> Image

<IMG> (server-side image map) Image

<IMG> (client-side image map) ImageMap

<MAP> ImageMapArea 
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B.1.6.3 List Elements
The following table displays the mapping of list elements to Java classes:

B.1.6.4 Table Elements
The following table displays the mapping of table elements to Java classes:

<APPLET> Applet

<PARAM> Applet.addParam() 

<BR> LineBreak

<PRE> Preformat

<BLOCKQUOTE> BlockQuote 

<HR> HorizontalRule 

<DIV> 

<CENTER> setAttr(ATTR_ALGN_CENTER) 

HTML Java Class

<UL> UnOrderedList

<OL> OrderedList

<DL> DefinitionList 

<DIR> DirectoryList 

<MENU> MenuList 

<LI> ListItem 

<DT> DefinitionList.addDef 

<DD> DefinitionList.addDef 

HTML Java Class

<TABLE> DynamicTable

<CAPTION> DynamicTable.setCaption() 

<TR> TableRow 

HTML Java Class
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B.1.6.5 Text-Level Elements
The following table displays the mapping of text-level elements to Java classes:

B.1.6.6 Form Elements
The following table displays the mapping of form elements to Java classes:

<TH> TableHeaderCell 

<TD> TableDataCell

HTML Java Class

<BASEFONT> BaseFont

<FONT> Font

<EM> setAttr(ATTR_PHRASE_EMPHASIS) or setEmphasis() 

<STRONG> setAttr(ATTR_PHRASE_STRONG) or setStrongEmphasis() 

<DFN> setAttr(ATTR_PHRASE_DEFINITION) or setDefinition() 

<CODE> setAttr(ATTR_PHRASE_CODE) or setCode() 

<SAMP> setAttr(ATTR_PHRASE_SAMPLE) or setSample() 

<KBD> setAttr(ATTR_PHRASE_KEYBOARD) or setKeyboard()

<VAR> setAttr(ATTR_PHRASE_VARIABLE) or setVariable() 

<CITE> setAttr(ATTR_PHRASE_CITATION) or setCite() 

<TT> setAttr(ATTR_FONT_TELETYPE) or setTeletype() 

<I> setAttr(ATTR_FONT_ITALIC) or setItal() 

<B> setAttr(ATTR_FONT_BOLD) or setBold() 

<U> setAttr(ATTR_FONT_UNDERLINE) or setUnderline() 

<STRIKE> setAttr(ATTR_FONT_STRIKE) or setStrike() 

<BIG> setAttr(ATTR_FONT_BIG) or setFontBig() 

<SMALL> setAttr(ATTR_FONT_SMALL) or setFontSmall() 

<SUB> setAttr(ATTR_FONT_SUB) or setFontSubscript() 

<SUP> setAttr(ATTR_FONT_SUPER) or setFontSuperscript() 

HTML Java Class
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B.1.6.7 Other Elements
The following shows the mapping of other elements to Java classes:

B.1.7 Class Hierarchy in the oracle.html Package
The following displays the major classes in the oracle.html package:

HTML Java Class

FORM Form

<SELECT> Select

<OPTION> Option

<TEXTAREA> TextArea 

<INPUT type=checkbox CheckBox 

<INPUT type=password PasswordField 

<INPUT type=text TextField

<INPUT type=radio Radio

<INPUT type=submit Submit

<INPUT type=reset Reset 

<INPUT type=hidden Hidden

<INPUT type=file File

<INPUT type=image Image

HTML Java Class

<!-- ... --> Comment

<FRAME> Frame 

<FRAMESET> Frameset

<EMBED> Embed

<OBJECT> XObject

<LINK> HeadLink
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B.1.8 The IHtmlItem Interface
The IHtmlItem interface defines the basic requirements and behavior for any 
HTML component. The default implementation of the interface is the 
IHtmlItemImpl class. This class serves as the base class of virtually all other 
classes in this package. It also enables polymorphic treatment of any HTML 
components in this package. The interface also defines methods for converting 
content of any component into a String object (toString) and writing content of 
the object as HTML to any arbitrary Output stream object (print()). Any custom 
object should implement this interface so that it can benefit from this package.

B.1.9 The Item Abstract Class
Another basic building block in the oracle.html package is the Item abstract class. 
This class provides markup capabilities for any component that can be regarded as 
a markup component. For example, a SimpleItem object (an object that deals with 
Strings) is a subclass of Item, and possesses capabilities usually associated with a 
markup component such as color and font size.

B.1.10 The CompoundItem and Container Classes
The two major container classes, CompoundItem and Container, provide the 
basic infrastructure for any complex HTML component that may relate to other 
HTML components via containment. Class CompoundItem derives from class Item, 
which means an object of this type also inherits the many useful markup 
capabilities provided by the Item class. Many other classes in this package use or 
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inherit capabilities from this class. In contrast, the Container class is a light-weight 
version of CompoundItem, that does not derive from class Item. As a result, objects 
of this type have the advantage of less overhead, but also lack markup capabilities. 
Notable classes that derive from the Container class include HtmlBody and 
ImageMap.

B.1.11 Constructing HTML Pages and Objects
To construct a HTML page dynamically, you must (in most cases) instantiate objects 
from the following classes:

■ HtmlHead 

■ HtmlBody 

■ HtmlPage 

To add Style Sheet support, you may want to use the Style and StyleElement classes. 
Oracle provides hooks into various components (e.g. classes Item and HtmlHead) 
to make it easy for you to implement CSS1.

Many classes in this package make creating HTML objects a simple process. Those 
who are not familiar with HTML should use the following classes:

■ List 

■ Form 

■ Table (or DynamicTable) 

In some cases, interfaces are used as a grouping mechanism for some attributes of 
existing HTML tags. The purpose of these interfaces is to make it easier for Java 
programmers to specify values of various attributes. Examples of such interfaces are 
IVAlign and ITableRules. 

B.1.12 Extending the oracle.html Package
You can create your own HTML components by deriving them from the 
CompoundItem or Container classes. You can create high-level HTML classes 
that define particular layout styles and use them as templates. For example, you can 
create a CompanyBanner class that has a company logo, a hyperlink to its home 
page, and another hyperlink to its copyright notice. Each time when you want to 
include a company banner, you create a CompanyBanner object, and fill in the 
company logo GIF file and the two URLs for the hyperlinks. Here is a sample 
CompanyBanner class:
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class CompanyBanner extends CompoundItem {
        // Constructor takes an image and 2 links as arguments
        public CompanyBanner (String logoGIF, String homepageLink,
                              String copyrightLink) {
                addItem(new Link(homepageLink,
                new Image(logoGIF, "Company Logo", IVAlign.TOP, true)));
                addItem(new Link(copyrightLink, "Copyright Notice"));
        }
}

Then, you can simply add a CompanyBanner to your source code to generate 
HTML:

// Add a company banner
bd.addItem(new CompanyBanner("img/oracle.gif", "http://www.oracle.com",
                                               
"http://www.oracle.com/copyright.html");

You can create HTML classes that encompass computation logic. For example, you 
can create a BalanceSheet class that performs a query of a customer’s purchase 
information from a database and formats the results in HTML. To create a balance 
sheet for a customer, simply instantiate a BalanceSheet object and specify the 
customer’s identifier. Then add the BalanceSheet item to your HtmlPage.

B.1.12.1 Using Dynamic Content
The oracle.html package enables you to add dynamic content to static HTML pages. 
To do this, you create your HTML page using a standard HTML tool or text editor, 
and in places on the HTML page where you want dynamic content, insert the 
following tag:

<WRB_INC NAME="dynItem1" VALUE="defaultValue">

This type of HTML page is called a template. You can store the template in the 
Web-to-Go application repository. In your Java servlet, you import the HTML 
template using the WebToGoHtmlFile class from the package 
oracle.lite.web.html, and replace the <WRB_INC> tags with dynamic data 
using the setItemAt() method. The setItemAt() method takes two arguments: 
the identifier of the <WRB_INC> tag and the dynamic data to insert at that point.

This has two benefits: 

■ It allows you to create the look-and-feel of your HTML page using your favorite 
HTML editor. 
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■ You can change the static data on your HTML page without changing your Java 
servlet code. 

The following example displays a static HTML page with two <WRB_INC> tags, 
which are replaced with the name of the user and a table listing the items that the 
user has in his shopping cart. The example consists of three files: 

1. An HTML file that invokes the Java servlet. This file contains a form for 
entering the user’s name. The form is submitted using the POST method.

     <html>

       <head>

       <title>Login</title>

       </head>

       <body>

         <H1>Login page</H1>

         <form action="/Servlets/shop" method="post">

           <p>Username

           <input type=text name="userName">

           <p>

           <input type=submit name="submit" value="Log in">

        </form>

       </body>

     </html>

2. An HTML template file that the Java servlet reads and replaces the <WRB_
INC> tags with dynamic data. 

     <HTML>

     <HEAD>

     <TITLE>Items in Shopping Cart</TITLE>

     </HEAD>

     <BODY>

     <P>Hello
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     <WRB_INC NAME="user_name" VALUE="Unable to determine your 
name">

     <P>You have the following items in your shopping cart:

     <P>

     <WRB_INC name="cart_contents" VALUE="Unable to get shopping cart 
contents">

     <p>

     </BODY>

     </HTML>

3. The Java servlet itself. 

     import oracle.html.*; 
     import java.io.*; 
     import javax.servlet.*; 
     import javax.servlet.http.*; 
     import oracle.lite.web.servlet.*; 
     import oracle.lite.web.html.*; 

     public class shop extends HttpServlet  
     { 
      
         // Implement doPost() method to handle HTTP POST requests 
         public void doPost(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse res) 
         throws ServletException, IOException 
         { 

             // Retrieve the User Profile from the HttpRequest 
             OraHttpServletRequest ora_request    = (OraHttpServletRequest) 
req; 
             OraUserProfile        oraUserProfile = ora_
request.getUserProfile(); 

             // Set the content type for the response 
             res.setContentType("text/html"); 

             // get the output stream 
             ServletOutputStream out = res.getOutputStream(); 

             // Get the servlet context
             ServletContext servletContext = getServletContext();
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             // Create a new HTML Page based upon the template file in the 
repository
             HtmlPage hp = new WebToGoHtmlPage(
                     new WebToGoFile(servletContext, 
"/templates/cart.html"));

             // get user name from query string 
             String user = req.getParameterValues("userName")[0]; 

             // Substitute the WRB_TAB with the username 
             hp.setItemAt("user_name", new SimpleItem(user)); 

             // add OrderedList 
             OrderedList ol = new OrderedList(); 
             ol.addItem(new SimpleItem("hats")); 
             ol.addItem(new SimpleItem("gloves")); 
             ol.addItem(new SimpleItem("glasses")); 
             ol.addItem(new SimpleItem("jackets")); 

             // Substitute the WRB_TAB with the list 
             hp.setItemAt("cart_contents", ol); 

             // Print the HTML page to the output stream 
             hp.print(out); 
         } 
     }

B.2 Using the oracle.lite.web.html Package
You can use the TemplateParser class to simplify the process of creating an 
HTML page based on a static HTML template. When you create servlets that extend 
the TemplateParser class, you only need to write Java code to create the dynamic 
HTML. You do not need to write Java code to replace tags in the HTML template 
with dynamic HTML.

B.2.1 Processing HTML Templates with the TemplateParser Class
The following uses the shopping cart example from the Dynamic Content section of 
oracle.html package, and modifies it to use the TemplateParser class:

import oracle.html.*;
import oracle.lite.web.html.*;
import javax.servlet.*;
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import javax.servlet.http.*;

public class shop extends TemplateParser {

 // Return the full path to the template file
 public String getFileName(HttpServletRequest req)
 {
 return "/templates/cart.html";

 }

 // return an array with tag names that need to be replaced

 public String[][] getWRB_TAGS(HttpServletRequest req)
 {
 return new String[][]
 {
 // tag name  error message  method
 {  "user_name", "Error obtaining UserName", "getUserName"},
 {  "cart_contents", "Error obtaining Order List", "getList"}

 };
 }

 // get the user name from the HTTP request
 public String getUserName(HttpServletRequest req)
 {
 return getSingleParameterValue(req, "userName");

 }

 // Create a list with ordered items
 public String getList(HttpServletRequest req)
 {
 OrderedList ol = new OrderedList();
 ol.addItem(new SimpleItem("hats"));
 ol.addItem(new SimpleItem("gloves"));
 ol.addItem(new SimpleItem("glasses"));
 ol.addItem(new SimpleItem("jackets"));
 return ol.toHTML();

 }
}

The TemplateParser class is an abstract class, and subclasses need to implement 
two methods: getFileName(HttpServletRequest req) and getWRB_
TAGS(HttpServletRequest req). 
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See the Web-to-Go API for an additional explanation of these methods. 

Your class must still implement all the methods that generate the actual dynamic 
HTML and return the HTML as a string. These methods are called automatically 
when the servlet is processing a POST or GET HTTP request. Each method needs to 
have the following signature:

public String methodName(HttpServletRequest req)

In the preceding example, two methods are implemented to generate dynamic 
HTML content: getUserName() and getList().

B.2.1.1 Displaying Database Data Using DBTable
You can easily retrieve and display database data using the class DBTable. You can 
enable users to modify the data by displaying the data as read-only or as text fields. 
A DBTable object is always linked to exactly one database table. Hidden HTML 
that contains descriptions of the data fields is automatically generated when the 
DBTable object is printed using the toHTML() method. When the DBTable object 
is part of an HTML form, the form can be processed automatically by the servlet, 
ProcessForm, which applies any changes in the data to the corresponding 
database tables. For example:

import oracle.html.*;
import oracle.lite.web.html.*;
import javax.servlet.*;
import javax.servlet.http.*;
import java.sql.*;

public class DisplayEmp extends TemplateParser
{

 // Return the full path to the template file in
 // the Web-to-go repository
 public String getFileName(HttpServletRequest req)
 {
 return "/templates/emp.html";

Method Function

getFileName() Returns the full path to the HTML template file.

getWRB_TAGS() Returns a two dimensional string array, containing a mapping of 
the WRB_INC tag names to method names. These methods need 
to generate the dynamic content that replaces the WRB_TAG tag.
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 }

 // return an array with tag names that need to be replaced

 public String[][] getWRB_TAGS(HttpServletRequest req)
 {
 return new String[][]
 {
 // tag name  error message  method
 {  "emp_table", "Error obtaining EMP table", "showEmp"}

 };
 }

 // Create a list with ordered items
 public String showEmp(HttpServletRequest req)
 {
 DBTable dbTable  =  new DBTable("EMP");

 // Add a primary key column.
 dbTable.addColumn(new DBPrimaryKey("empno", java.sql.Types.NUMERIC, "","")

);

 // Add a regular column that is visible and updateable
 dbTable.addColumn(new DBColumn("ename", java.sql.Types.VARCHAR,"Employee 

Name" )

 .setUpdate(true).setVisible(true));

 // Set the orientation of each record
 dbTable.setOrientation(DBTable.HORIZONTAL);

 // Draw a border around the data
 dbTable.setBorder(1);

 // Obtain a database connection using the class method retrieveConnection()
 Connection conn;
 try
 {

 conn = retrieveConnection(req);
 }
 catch (SQLException e)
 {

 // Return an HTML text containing the error message
 return "<br>"+"Error: "+e.getMessage();

 }
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 // Fetch data and return it as a string
 return FetchAndFormatData(conn, dbTable);

 }
}

B.2.2 emp.html
The following shows a template file, EMP.HTML:

<HTML>

 <HEAD>

 <TITLE>Display EMP</TITLE>

 </HEAD>

 <BODY>

 <FORM ACTION="/Servlets/ProcessForm" METHOD="POST" >

 <br>

 <P>Emp table: </p>

 <P>

 <WRB_INC NAME="emp_table" VALUE="Error: No method found to create 
emp table">

 </P>

 <input type=submit>

 <input type=hidden name=on_success value="/success.html">

 </FORM>

 </BODY>

</HTML>

This servlet produces the following output from the EMP table:

Employee Name

SMITH

ALLEN
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B.2.2.1 Processing Data Using ProcessForm
The ProcessForm servlet automatically processes HTML forms that contain data 
generated by the DBTable class. Updates and inserts are automatically detected 
and applied to the underlying database table. After processing the form, the servlet 
obtains the value of the form variable on_success. This value is considered a URL 
and the ProcessForm servlet returns HTML to the browser instructing the 
browser to refresh from that URL. Using this mechanism, the developer can specify 
what action to perform after parsing the HTML forms.

The preceding section contains an example of an HTML form generated using the 
DBTable class. When this form is submitted, it is automatically processed using the 
ProcessForm servlet (note the FORM ACTION in the HTML template). After 
processing, the browser loads the URL "/success.html".

B.2.3 Deleting Records Using the DeleteRecords Servlet
The class DeleteRecords simplifies the process of deleting records from one or 
more tables. Creating your own servlets to extend the DeleteRecords class allows 
you to focus on SQL syntax instead of statement or error handling.

A user-defined servlet, DeleteEMP, that extends the class, DeleteRecords, can be 
invoked with the following URL:

WARD

JONES

MARTIN

BLAKE

CLARK

SCOTT

KING

TURNER

ADAMS

JAMES

FORD

MILLER

Employee Name
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http://server_name/DeleteEMP?id=102

The DeleteRecords class is an abstract class, and subclasses need to implement 
the getCommands() and getCommands() methods:

See the Web-to-Go API Specification for an additional explanation of these methods. 

Example
In the following example, a servlet deletes a row in the EMP table:

import java.io.*;
import javax.servlet.*;
import javax.servlet.http.*;
import oracle.lite.web.html.*;

public class DeleteEMP extends DeleteRecords
{
 // Build the SQL delete commands

 public String[] getCommands(String id)
 {
 String[] commands = new String[1];
 commands[0] = "delete from emp where empno="+id;
 return commands;

 }

 // This method is called automatically by the super class after executing
 // the SQL commands.
 public void onSuccess(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse res)
 throws  ServletException, IOException
 {
 // Set the output stream type
 res.setContentType("text/html");
 ServletOutputStream out = res.getOutputStream();
 // Return the HTML to the browser
 out.print("Records deleted" );

 }
}

Method Function

getCommands() Returns an array of SQL delete commands to be executed by the 
superclass.

getCommands() Called after the SQL statements are successfully executed.
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B.2.4 Creating and Processing Master/Detail Forms
You can access master/detail tables from a Java servlet using the DBTable and 
DBDetailTable classes. These classes can retrieve the data from the underlying 
database tables and display the data in HTML. With these classes it is easy to create 
a master/detail HTML form from which you can display, update, or insert data into 
the underlying database tables. Hidden fields containing meta information for the 
tables are automatically generated and used when the HTML form is processed 
using the ProcessMasterDetailForm servlet.

The ProcessMasterDetailForm detects changes in the data or in the new data 
rows. The servlet constructs the correct SQL statement and executes it to apply the 
data changes to the underlying database tables. Foreign key relationships between 
the master and detail are automatically maintained, even when inserting both a new 
master and detail record at the same time.

See "DisplayMasterDetail.java.html" in the Web-to-Go API for sample code which 
generates a master/detail form.
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Glossary

Apache Server

The Apache Server is a public domain HTTP server derived from the National 
Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA).

Connected

Connected is a generic term that refers to users, applications, or devices that are 
connected to a server. The Mobile Client for Web-to-Go is "connected" when it is in 
online mode.

Control Center

The Mobile Server Control Center is a Web-based application that runs in the 
browser for easy administration of Web-to-Go applications and users. 
Administrators use the Control Center to perform such functions as granting or 
revoking application access to users or groups, modifying snapshot template 
variables, or deleting applications from Web-to-Go.

Database Object

A database object is a named database structure: a table, view, sequence, index, 
snapshot, or synonym. 

Database Server 

The database server is the third tier of the Web-to-Go three-tier Web model. It stores 
the application data.
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Disconnected

Disconnected is a generic term that refers to users, applications, or devices that are 
not connected to a server. The Mobile Client for Web-to-Go is "disconnected" when 
it is in offline mode. 

Foreign Key

A foreign key is a column or group of columns in one table or view whose values 
provide a reference to the rows in another table or view. A foreign key generally 
contains a value that matches a primary key value in another table. See also 
"Primary Key".

Index

An index is a database object that provides fast access to individual rows in a table. 
You create an index to accelerate the queries and sorting operations performed 
against the table’s data. You also use indexes to enforce certain constraints on tables, 
such as unique and primary key constraints.

Indexes, once created, are automatically maintained and used for data access by the 
database engine whenever possible.

Integrity Constraint

An integrity constraint is a rule that restricts the values that can be entered into one 
or more columns of a table. 

Java Applets

Java applets are small applications that are executed in the browser that extend the 
functionality of HTML pages by adding dynamic content.

JDBC

JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) is a standard set of java classes providing 
vendor-independent access to relational data. Modeled on ODBC, the JDBC classes 
provide standard features such as simultaneous connections to several databases, 
transaction management, simple queries, manipulation of pre-compiled statements 
with bind variables, and calls to stored procedures. JDBC supports both static and 
dynamic SQL.

JavaServer Pages

JavaServer Pages (JSP) is a technology that enables developers to change a page’s 
layout without altering the page’s underlying content. JSP, which uses HTML and 
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pieces of Java code to combine the presentation of dynamic content with business 
logic. 

Java Servlets

Java servlets are protocol and platform-independent server-side components that 
are written in Java. Java servlets dynamically extend Java-enabled servers and 
provide a general framework for services built using the request-response 
paradigm.

Java Servlet Development Kit

The Java Servlet Development Kit is a tool provided by JavaSoft for developing Java 
servlets. 

Java Web Server Development Kit

The Java Web Server Development Kit 1.0.1 is a JavaSoft tool for developing both 
JavaServer Pages (JSP) and Java servlets.

Join

A relationship established between keys (both primary and foreign) in two different 
tables or views. Joins are used to link tables that have been normalized to eliminate 
redundant data in a relational database. A common type of join links the primary 
key in one table to the foreign key in another table to establish a master-detail 
relationship. A join corresponds to a WHERE clause condition in a SQL statement.

Leapfrog Sequence

The leapfrog sequence is one of two sequence types that Web-to-Go uses in order to 
provide unique primary key values to the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go when it is in 
offline mode. Leapfrog sequences contain a different start value for each client, and 
each sequence increment is set to a larger value than the maximum number of 
clients.

Master-Detail Relationship

A master-detail relationship exists between tables or views in a database when 
multiple rows in one table or view (the detail table or view) are associated with a 
single master row in another table or view (the master table or view).

Master and detail rows are normally joined by a primary key column in the master 
table or view that matches a foreign key column in the detail table or view.

When you change values for the primary key, the application should query a new 
set of detail records, so that values in the foreign key match values in the primary 
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key. For example, if detail records in the EMP table are to be kept synchronized with 
master records in the DEPT table, the primary key in DEPT should be DEPTNO, 
and the foreign key in EMP should be DEPTNO. See also "Primary Key" and 
"Foreign Key".

MIME

MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) is a message format used on the 
Internet to describe the contents of a message. MIME is used by HTTP servers to 
describe the type of file being delivered.

MIME Type

MIME Type is a file format defined by Multipurpose Internet Mail Exension 
(MIME).

Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go

The Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go enables application developers to 
develop and debug Web-to-Go applications that consist of Java servlets, JavaServer 
Pages (JSP), or Java applets.

Mobile Server

The Mobile Server resides on the application server tier of the three-tier Mobile 
Server model and processes requests from the Mobile Clients to modify data in the 
database server. 

Mobile Server Repository

The Mobile Server repository is a virtual file system that resides on Oracle8. It is a 
persistent resource repository that contains all application files and definitions of 
the applications.

ODBC

ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) is a Microsoft standard that enables database 
access on different platforms. You can enable ODBC support on the Mobile Client 
for Web-to-Go for troubleshooting purposes. ODBC support enables you to view 
the client’s data, which is stored on a local Oracle Lite database. To view this 
information, you can use SQL*Plus.

Oracle8

Oracle8 is the database component of the Mobile Server. When the Mobile Client for  
Web-to-Go is in online mode, it stores applications and data on Oracle8.
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Oracle8i

Oracle8i is the database component of the Mobile Server. When the Mobile Client 
for Web-to-Go is in online mode, it stores applications and data on Oracle8i.

Oracle Lite

Oracle Lite is the database component of the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go. When 
the client is in offline mode, it stores applications and data on Oracle Lite.

Offline Mode

Offline mode is the condition of the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go when it is 
disconnected from the Mobile Server. In offline mode, the client applications are 
executed locally and data is accessed and stored in Oracle Lite. See also "Online 
Mode".

Online Mode

Online mode is the condition of the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go when it is 
connected to the Mobile Server. See also "Offline Mode".

Packaging Wizard

The Packaging Wizard enables developers to define and package new or existing 
Mobile Server applications.

Positioned DELETE

A positioned DELETE statement deletes the current row of the cursor. Its format is:

DELETE FROM table
   WHERE CURRENT OF cursor_name

Positioned UPDATE

A positioned UPDATE statement updates the current row of the cursor. Its format 
is:

UPDATE table SET set_list
   WHERE CURRENT OF cursor_name

Primary Key

A table’s primary key is a column or group of columns used to uniquely identify 
each row in the table. The primary key provides fast access to the table’s records, 
and is frequently used as the basis of a join between two tables or views. Only one 
primary key may be defined per table.
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To satisfy a PRIMARY KEY constraint, no primary key value can appear in more 
than one row of the table, and no column that is part of the primary key can contain 
a NULL value. 

Referential Integrity

Referential integrity is defined as the accuracy of links between tables in a 
master-detail relationship that is maintained when records are added, modified, or 
deleted.

Carefully defined master-detail relationships promote referential integrity. 
Constraints in your database enforce referential integrity at the database (the server 
in a client/server environment). 

The goal of referential integrity is to prevent the creation of an orphan record, which 
is a detail record that has no valid link to a master record. Rules that enforce 
referential integrity prevent the deletion or update of a master record, or the 
insertion or update of a detail record, that creates an orphan record.

Registry

The registry contains unique Web-to-Go name/value pairs. All registry names must 
be unique. 

Replication

Replication is the process of copying and maintaining database objects in multiple 
databases that make up a distributed database system. Changes applied at one site 
are captured and stored locally before being forwarded and applied at each of the 
remote locations. Replication provides users with fast, local access to shared data, 
and protects the availability of applications because alternate data access options 
exist. Even if one site becomes unavailable, users can continue to query or even 
update the remaining locations.

Replication Conflict

Replication conflicts occur when contradictory changes to the same data are made. 
Replication conflicts can be avoided by proper subsetting of the data. The 
Packaging Wizard allows the developer to specify rules on how to handle conflicts.

Schema

A schema is a named collection of database objects, including tables, views, indexes, 
and sequences.
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Sequence

A sequence is a schema object that generates sequential numbers. After creating a 
sequence, you can use it to generate unique sequence numbers for transaction 
processing. These unique integers can include primary key values. If a transaction 
generates a sequence number, the sequence is incremented immediately whether 
you commit or roll back the transaction. See also "Window Sequence" and "Leapfrog 
Sequence".

Sites

Web-to-Go creates a database for each user on the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go. This 
database is called a site. A client can contain multiple sites, but only one site per 
user. Users can have multiple sites on different clients.

Snapshots

Snapshots are copies of application data that Web-to-Go captures in realtime from 
the Oracle database and downloads to the client before it goes offline. A snapshot 
can be a copy of an entire database table, or a subset of rows from the table. The first 
time a user goes offline, Web-to-Go automatically creates the snapshots on the client 
machine. Each subsequent time that a user goes online or offline, Web-to-Go either 
refreshes the snapshots with the most recent data, or recreates them depending on 
the complexity of the snapshot.

SQL

SQL, or Structured Query Language, is a non-procedural database access language 
used by most relational database engines. Statements in SQL describe operations to 
be performed on sets of data. When a SQL statement is sent to a database, the 
database engine automatically generates a procedure to perform the specified tasks. 

SQL*Plus

SQL*Plus is a tool that connects to an Oracle Lite database and accesses data. You 
must have ODBC support enabled to use SQL*Plus.

Switching Modes

Switching modes is the process the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go uses to go offline or 
to go back online. When the client switches to offline mode, it downloads all of the 
applications and data required to work offline on Oracle Lite. When the client 
switches back to online mode synchronizes data changes on Oracle Lite with 
Oracle8.
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Synchronization

Synchronization is the process Web-to-Go uses to replicate data between the Mobile 
Client for Web-to-Go and Oracle8. Web-to-Go replicates the user’s applications and 
data to Oracle Lite when the user switches to offline mode. When the user switches 
back to online mode, Web-to-Go replicates any data changes to Oracle8.

Synonym

A synonym is an alternative name, or alias, for a table, view, sequence, snapshot, or 
another synonym.

Table

A table is a database object that stores data that is organized into rows and columns. 
In a well designed database, each table stores information about a single topic (such 
as company employees or customer addresses).

Three-Tier Web Model

The three-tier Web model is an Internet database configuration that contains a 
client, a middle tier, and a database server. Web-to-Go architecture follows the 
three-tier Web model. 

Transaction

A set of changes made to selected data in a relational database. Transactions are 
usually executed with a SQL statement such as ADD, UPDATE, or DELETE. A 
transaction is complete when it is either committed (the changes are made 
permanent) or rolled back (the changes are discarded).

A transaction is frequently preceded by a query, which selects specific records from 
the database that you want to change. See also "SQL".

Unique key

A table’s unique key is a column or group of columns that are unique in each row of 
a table. To satisfy a UNIQUE KEY constraint, no unique key value can appear in 
more than one row of the table. However, unlike the PRIMARY KEY constraint, a 
unique key made up of a single column can contain NULL values.

View

A view is a customized presentation of data selected from one or more tables (or 
other views). A view is like a "virtual table" that allows you to relate and combine 
data from multiple tables (called base tables) and views. A view is a kind of "stored 
query" because you can specify selection criteria for the data that the view displays.
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Views, like tables, are organized into rows and columns. However, views contain no 
data themselves. Views allow you to treat multiple tables or views as one database 
object.

Web-to-Go

Oracle Web-to-Go is a framework for the creation and deployment of mobile, 
Web-based, database applications. Web-to-Go contains a three-tier database 
architecture consisting of the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go, the Mobile Server and 
Oracle8. It is centrally managed from the server and Web-to-Go applications can be 
run when Web-to-Go connected to the server (online) or disconnected from the 
server (offline). When Web-to-Go is offline it caches data locally and synchronizes 
the data with the server when it goes back online.

Mobile Client for Web-to-Go

The Mobile Client for Web-to-Go is the client tier of the Web-to-Go three-tier Web 
model. It contains the Mobile Server and the Oracle Lite database. Web-to-Go 
replicates the user’s applications and data to Oracle Lite when the user switches to 
offline mode. When the user switches back to online mode, Web-to-Go replicates 
any data changes to Oracle8.

Window Sequence

The window sequence is one of two sequences Web-to-Go uses in order to provide 
unique primary key values to the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go when it is in offline 
mode. The window sequence contains a unique range of values. The range of values 
never overlaps with those of other clients. When a client uses all the values in the 
range of its sequence, Web-to-Go recreates the sequence with a new, unique range of 
values.

Workspace

The Mobile Server Workspace is a Web page that provides users with access to 
Web-to-Go applications. Web-to-Go generates the Workspace in the user’s browser 
after the user logs in to Web-to-Go. The Workspace displays icons, links, and 
descriptions of all applications that are available to the user. An application is 
available to the user after the administrator publishes it to the Web-to-Go system 
and grants access privileges to the user.
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